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I. INTRODUCTION
Lymph from the dog kidney leaves by two routes - a superficial
capsular network and a deeper hilar system.

The tributaries to and

communications between the two systems have been described.

However~

the initial cortical tributaries to either system within the renal
parenchyma have been the subject of much controversy.

Thus, two

opposing theories on the origin of renal lymph receive support.

The

proponents of one theory maintain that intrarenal lymphatics are
present only in relationship to the larger blood
ning with the interlobular vasculature
Dieterich, 1970).

(Peirce~

vessels~

begin-

1944; Kriz and

According to this theory, fluid contributions to

lymph from within the renal lobule must travel through interstitial
channels before entering lymphatics at the periphery of the lobule.
Here an analogy is made with other organs such as the liver in
which intralobular lymphatics have yet to be described.

The alter-

native theory supports the existence, within the parenchyma of the
renal lobule, of initial lymphatic capillaries which serve as tributaries to interlobular lymphatics (Nordquist et al., 1973).
A similar situation exists for the renal medulla.

One concept

is that a medullary contribution to lymph occurs directly through
intramedullary lymphatics which ascend to the arcuate region
(Rawson, 1949; Rhodin, 1965; Cockett et al., 1970).

The alternative

concept, (Peirce, 1944; Bell et al., 1968; Kriz and Dieterich, 1970;
1

2
Mcintosh and Morris, 1971) is that intramedullary lymphatics do not
exist and therefore any medullary contribution to renal lymph occurs
by movement of interstitial fluid through the renal medulla to lymphatic vessels.of the arcuate region.

In fact, Kriz and Dieterich

(1970), at the conclusion of their work on several species, stated
that "a medullary drainage of the renal medulla appears to be impossible".

However, failure to find lymphatics in a given area cannot

for obvious reasons be equated with their absence.
A major component of the present study was directed towards
these two controversial issues, that is whether or not lymphatics
exist in the renal lobules or in the renal medulla.

The intent was

to derive detailed qualitative and quantitative data that would provide an accurate morphologic description of the intrarenal lymphatics.

To accomplish that goal experimental procedures were per-

formed on different groups of dog kidneys.

A variety of morphologic

techniques were employed, including light and electron microscopy,
along with morphometric and stereologic methods designed to provide
quantitative information.
Even though the ultrastructural morphology of lymphatic capillaries is quite simple, their wall being comprised of a nonfenestrated endothelium that lacks a well developed basal lamina,
the mechanism or mechanisms by which substances gain entrance into
the vessels are yet undetermined.

Structural and functional studies,

3

in which have been employed a variety of approaches, have failed to
resolve this dilemma.

Two opinions have surfaced in the process,

each of which has attempted to ascribe the major transport mechanism
to different. pathways.

Proponents of the first opinion maintain

that "open junctions" (Casley-Smith, 1977), and hence bulk flow
(Lassen et al., 1974), are responsible for lymph formation.

The

alternative opinion supports the idea that diffusion and vesicular
exchange are the predominant mechanisms (Renkin et al., 1977a,
1977b).
Debate continues on which pathway serves as the major mechanism
for trans-lymphatic transport and forms for the present work the
center of studies directed towards the question of lymph formation.
In particular, experiments were designed to analyze the formation
of renal lymph.

The objective of such work was to derive detailed

qualitative and quantitative information that would provide a concise structural description of the transport pathways.

Transmission

electron microscopy was used as the investigative tool with which
was integrated morphometric and stereologic analyses.

II. LITERATURE

REVIffi~

A) Distribution of the Renal Lymphatic System
1) General Pattern
Lymph of renal origin enters two extrarenal collecting systems
of lymphatics (Abeshouse, 1934; Sugarman et al., 1942).

The cap-

sular system courses over the surface of the kidney in the connective tissue capsule.

Tributaries of the system forn 3-4 collecting

vessels that usually leave at the renal poles and run toward the
renal pedicle (Rusznyak et al., 1967).

The hilar lymphatic system

leaves the kidney by accompanying the larger blood vessels (Rusznyak
et al., 1967; Yoffey and Courtice, 1970).

At the renal sinus the

hilar lymphatics converge to form 4-10 collecting vessels that
leave the kidney through the hilum (Myint and Hurphy, 1956; Hurphy
et

~1.,

1959; Lebrie and Mayerson, 1960).

Both collecting systems

then empty into the para-aortic lymph nodes (Rusznyak et al., 1967;
Yoffey and Courtice, 1970).

2) Cortex
a) Light Microscopy
In contradistinction to the general extrarenal pattern, the
distribution of intrarenal lymphatics has been the subject of
considerable debate.

This in part stems from difficulties in the

4

5

recognition and identification of lymphatics in tissue sections, and
in part from the errors of interpretation that have followed stab
injections of tracer into the interstitial tissue - a time-honored
method for the delineation of lymphatics.
Stab injections of ink, as a method for the identification of
renal lymphatics, were utilized by Ludwig and Savarykin (1863), who
first described the intrarenal lymphatic system.

They observed, by

light microscopy, ink-filled channels that existed among the nephric
elements and vessels.

These channels, which they termed

slits", lacked any endothelial lining.

11

lymph

The lymphatics accompanied

blood vessels through the cortex but Ludwig and Savarykin (1863)
denied that they were situated in and amongst the renal parenchyma.
Later in that decade, Rindowski (1869) performed a similar
injection and light microscopic study in which his preparations
appeared to contradict Ludwig and Savarykin's (1863) results.

For

example, lymphatics were identified everywhere in the renal parenchyma, beside the vasculature and even within the glomeruli.

A

major contribution provided by Rindowski (1869) was unequivocal
demonstration that the lymphatics were lined by endothelium.

This

was accomplished by the use of a silver impregnation technique that
selectively stained vascular endothelium.
Others, including Vogel (1891), Stahr (1900), Kumita (1909)
and Rouviere (1938), investigated the renal lymphatic system but

6

each study provided contradictory results.

Thus the problem of the

distribution of lymphatic capillaries within the kidney remained
unresolved.
The approach to recognition of renal lymphatics in tissue sections
was modified by Kaiserling and Soostmeyer (1939).
ence upon lymphatic absorption of injected tracer

Instead of dependsubstances~

these

investigators ligated the extrarenal hilar collecting vessels, thereby
inducing intrarenal lymphatic dilation.

They demonstrated, in accord-

ance with Rindowski (1869), that "lymph slits" were unrelated to the
lymph vascular system.

However, their w·ork did not demonstrate that

lymphatics entered glomeruli.

The intrarenal system of lymph vessels

formed, for the most part, perivascular plexi that converged toward
the hilar system rather than being in communication with the capsular
collecting system.
Peirce (1944) performed a classical light microscopic investigation on a number of species.

He, like some of the earlier invest-

igators, applied the stab injection technique.

However~

of the great potential for ink to enter interstitial

being aware

spaces~

blood

capillaries and nephric elements besides the lymphatics, Peirce
(1944) applied such rigorous criteria to lymphatic identification
that the smaller tributaries may well have been excluded.

For ex-

ample, he identified as lymphatic capillaries only those vessels
which he could demonstrate to be connected to known lymphatic chan-

7

nels that drained the kidney.

In this particular report he described

the results from one satisfactory stab injection of a dog kidney.

His

observations supported the concept that lymph vessels course with the
major intrarenal blood vessels through the connective tissue septa
of the kidney.

These lymphatic capillaries did not receive tribu-

taries from within the renal lobule, nor did they communicate with
glomeruli.

By tracing the lymphatics in consecutive tissue sections

Peirce (1944) was able to gain an appreciation of their relationships
to nephric elements.

For example, those renal corpuscles that bord-

ered the interlobular connective tissue areas were often related to
lymphatics that coursed with the interlobular blood vessels.

The

approach of analyzing the lymphatics in serial sections also provided continuity of information related to tributaries to the capsular system.

Unlike previous investigations, occasional connect-

ions were demonstrated between the perivascular lymphatics and the
capsular system.
The next contribution to the study on the renal lymphatic
system was provided in an unusual clinical case report.

Rawson

(1949) performed a light microscopic study on a single human kidney from a patient with a primary gastric adenocarcinoma that had
metastasized to the kidney.

Histologic examination revealed that

cords of tumor cells had distended capillaries within the kidney.
These cell-filled vessels, identified as lymphatics, ''ere traced

8
in serial sections.

A lymphatic drainage pattern was described to

the juxtamedullary region that descended from the superficial cortex
in tandem with the interlobular blood vessels.

In this position the

presumptive lymphatics were related to renal corpuscles that bordered on the interlobular blood vessels.

The distended capillaries did

not enter into glomeruli nor did they follow the afferent or efferent
arterioles through the renal lobule.

Although Rawson's (1949) find-

ings, as far as the cortex was concerned, were similar to earlier
descriptions, two major questions apply to his work:

were the dis-

tended capillaries really lymphatics, and did the tumor distend preexisting capillaries or did it induce capillary proliferation?
In the early 1950's another approach to the investigation of
renal cortical lymphatics was introduced by Babies (1951), who used
experimental ureteric obstruction of 2-4 days duration to dilate
the intrarenal vessels.

Unfortunately, this investigator failed

to identify the species studied and did not describe the method of
analysis.

Despite those drawbacks, dilated lymphatics were seen

that drained the outer cortex in a pattern similar to that described
by Peirce (1944).
Some of the confusion that concerns the internal distribution
of renal lymphatics has been due to the application of different
techniques that make these vessels recognizable in tissue sections.
The basic difficulty has been how to label lymphatics so that
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unequivocal identification can be made while the intrarenal vessels
are traced.

Bell and co-workers (1968) attempted to accomplish that

specific goal by a modification of the tracer injection technique.
Instead of random parenchymal stab injection they injected India
ink retrogradely into renal hilar and capsular lymphatics.
approach was used in dog, pony and calf kidneys.

Such an

After the injections

were finished, kidney slices were removed and cleared.

Their report

showed photographs of the cleared slices which contained ink but
they did not prove that the ink was inside lymphatics.

The results

from dog and calf kidneys that had ink injected retrogradely through
the renal capsular sys tern showed ink distributed \vi th the interlobular blood vessels.

In the three species that were studied they

described glomeruli in association \vith the perivascular lymph vessels.

In an analysis of their results, Bell et al., (1968) con-

cluded that lymphatics within the lobule were very sparse.

This

group also demonstrated the passage of ink down the interlobular
region, through the cortico-medullary and interlobar regions,
toward the hilar system, thereby indicating a connection between
the two major lymphatic collecting systems.
A similar report on lymphatic communications between the hilar
and capsular systems was provided by Cockett et al., (1970), who
used retrograde injection of vinyl-acetate into the capsular lymphatics of the dog kidney.

After tissue dissolution the material 'vas

p
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found to have passed through the kidney to leave in the hilar
lymphatics.

However, as was the case in the study by Bell et al.,

(1968), it was not possible to confirm that the filled spaces were
lymphatics. ·
The most recent light microscopic study on lymphatic communications was provided by Holmes and co-workers (1977a).

This group

used a combination of retrograde India ink injections into capsular
lymphatics and experimental ureteric obstruction to observe the
canine intrarenal lymphatics.

Their results demonstrated that cap-

sular lymphatics connnunicated with the hilar system.

The method of

analysis used by Holmes et al., (1977a) differed from those used by
Bell et al., (1968) and Cockett et al., (1970) in that serial
sections were studied to confirm the continuity bet\veen the intrarenal ink-filled vessels with the extrarenal lymphatics; the latter
vessels being identified by the presence of valves.

One further

observation was that a superficial subcapsular plexus of lymphatics
communicated with the capsular system.

b) Electron Microscopy
With the advent of the electron microscope a new and useful tool
was provided for the investigation of cell and tissue structure.
such application was in the identification of lymphatic vessels.
Electron microscopy has demonstrated that additional properties of

One
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lymph capillaries exist in contrast to blood capillaries
1965,1967; Fraley and
Leak and

Burke~

lveiss~

1966,1968).

(Casley-Smith~

1961; easley-Smith and Florey, 1961;
In contrast to blood capillaries, the

lymphatic endothelium was found not to be surrounded by a continuous basal lamina.

This feature has become the primary criterion

by which lymphatics can be distinguished from blood capillaries.
The endothelium of lymphatics has a non-fenestrated character,
which distinguishes it from the endothelium of fenestrated blood
capillaries.

With this knowledge in hand, investigators have

searched the kidney by electron microscopy to observe the renal
lymphatic vessels.
Kriz and Dieterich (1970) combined light and electron microscopic techniques for the analysis of a variety of animal kidneys,
including

rat~

dog and cat.

These investigators fixed the kidneys

by perfusion and then examined tissue sections for lymphatics.
They corroborated previous light microscopic findings in that the
intrarenal lymphatics followed the major blood vessels in the
various species studied.

In this perivascular position the lymph-

atics were at times associated with glomeruli which lay adjacent
to the interlobular region.

Examples of lymphatics in the vicinity

of afferent arterioles, the juxtaglomerular apparatus or vessels
surrounded by tubules alone were not observed, which prompted
Kriz and Dieterich (1970) to conclude that intralobular lymphatics did not exist.
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A series of three papers by Ohkuma (1970,1973,1974) left
the debate on intralobular lymphatics unresolved.

Electron micro-

scopic studies were performed on random samples of renal cortical
tissue in mice and rats to detect cortical lymph vessels.

Exam-

ination of the tissue revealed lymphatic relationships to elements
of the nephron.

However, it was not clear from these studies

whether the vessels in question were interlobular or intralobular.
At about this time another group (Rojo-Ortega

~

al., 1973)

investigated the rat renal cortical lymphatics but their results
as they pertained to intralobular lymphatics were also unclear.
To render the lymphatics more visible the thoracic duct was ligated
prior to the preparation of renal tissue for ultrastructural analysis.

Rojo-Ortega and co-workers (1973) described lymphatic cap-

illaries which gained access to the region of the vascular pole
of glomeruli in association with afferent arterioles.

It was not

stated however, whether such lymphatic-glomerular relationships
were occasional associations between glomeruli and interlobular
lymphatics or whether the lymphatic vessels were intralobular in
nature.

In any event, an intralobular plexus of lymphatics was

not evident in their preparations.
The electron microscopic study performed by Nordquist et al.,
(1973) on dog kidneys has been the only morphological work in
recent years which has supported the existence of an intralobular
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lymphatic plexus.

To increase the visibility of the intrarenal

vessels, this group retrogradely injected India ink through the capsular lymphatic system, according to the technique that they developed earlier.(Bell et al., 1968).

Small lymphatics were seen to

follow branches of the interlobular arteries and veins and to form
a network within the renal lobule.

In this position the lymph cap-

illaries were distributed among arteries, veins, tubules and
Bowman's capsules.

3) Medulla
Information

0:1

the existence of intramedullary lymphatics has

been equally controversial.

One theory, based on studies which

failed to reveal such vessels, contends that they are non-existent
(Peirce, 1944; Bell et al., 1968; Kriz and Dieterich, 1970; Mcintosh
and Morris, 1971).

In contrast, the work of Rawson (1949), Rhodin

(1965) and Cockett et al., (1970) support the existence of such
lymphatics.
Rawson (1949), in his report on a unique case of carcinomatous
permeation, described lymphatics which started in the renal papilla
and ascended through inner and outer medulla to join the cortical
lymphatics in the arcuate region.

His drawing which depicts such

lymphatics has since been widely published, yet his findings have
not been confirmed.
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Rhodin (1965) in a review type article on the vasculature of
the human kidney stated that "the medulla seems to have a rich
network of lymph capillaries".

However, details were not pro-

vided and a specific report of the study has not been published.
A more recent morphological study that depicted medullary
lymphatics was performed by Cockett et al., (1970), who injected
vinyl-acetate retrogradely into renal capsular lymphatics and
subsequently dissolved away the renal tissue.

However, inter-

pretation of such preparations is difficult because without the
dissolved tissue precise localization of the filled lymphatics
is not possible.

Thus the vessels seen in the medullary area

cannot be distinguished between true medullary lymphatics or
collecting lymph vessels which accompany the arcuate and interlobar arteries.

B) Quantitative Information on the Renal Lymphatic System
Morphological investigations on the intrarenal lymphatic
system have centered primarily on the existence or absence of
intralobular and intramedullary lymphatics.

As a consequence,

published accounts of morphological studies on the intrarenal
lymphatic circulation have all been qualitative in nature.
Quantitative information on the extent or relationships of the
system have not become available.

For example, Nordquist et al.,
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(1973), who injected India ink retrogradely through the renal capsular lymphatics, stated at the conclusion of their work that ,the
data from this study offers no information concerning the uniformity
of lymphatic-distribution through the cortex".

The only quantitat-

ive data which may be used to assess the extent of the system arise
from estimates of total renal lymph flow derived in functional
studies.

These have necessarily been indirect since the collect-

ing vessels of a kidney do not unite before they enter the general
lymphatic circulation - thereby making direct collection and measurement impossible.

However, indirect estimates by different

methods have been in general agreement and indicate that lymph
leaves the canine kidney at an approximate rate of 0.3 ml/min/100
gm kidney weight (O'Horchoe and O'Morchoe, 1968; O'Horchoe et al.,
1970; Pinter et al., 1974; Pinter and O'Horchoe, 1970; Hayerson,
1963).

C) Transport Across the Renal Lymphatic System
1) Lymphatic Ultrastructure
Early research on the lymphatic system

~vith

the electron micro-

scope was directed toward determination of the fine structure of
lymph vessels.

One of the first such reports was provided by

Fraley and Weiss (1961), who investigated rat penile skin.

The
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lymphatic endothelium, characterized by a non-fenestrated lining
which frequently had luminal and abluminal cytoplasnic projections,
was found to be different from blood capillaries in that an underlying basal lamina

~vas

absent.

An array of endothelial contacts

seemed to typify lymphatics, ranging from simple end-to-end contacts
to complex interdigitation of cellular extensions.
In the same year easley-Smith and Florey (1961) described the
fin~

structure of dermal, intestinal and diaphragmatic lymphatics.

As in the studies on lymphatic distribution, these investigators
rendered the regional lymph capillaries visible by injection of
Thorotrast or India ink interstitially.

Beside corroborating the

morphological descriptions of Fraley and Heiss (1961), easley-Smith
and Florey (1961) also noted openings

bet~.;reen

cells, which they termed "open junctions".

adjacent endothelial

Such openings were

most frequently associated with the diaphragmatic

ly~h

vessels.

Subsequent reports have concerned the ultrastructural features
of lymphatics from various regions of the body (Rhodin, 1965; Leak
and Burke, 1966,1968; Ruth, 1968; Leak, 1970; Ruth and Bernhardt,
1977; Frank et al., 1977).

These studies have helped to establish

firmly the ultrastructural morphology of lymphatic capillaries.

The

foremost characteristic used to distinguish lymphatics from blood
capillaries was the absence of a basal lamina.

Other features

include a non-fenestrated endothelium that has occasional luminal
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and abluminal projections.

The cytoplasm contains, in addition to

the usual organelles, different types of cytoplasmic vesicles and
fine filaments.
but were

Endothelial contacts between adjacent cells vary

fr~quently

in the form of complicated interdigitations.

other instances gaps exist between contiguous cells.

In

The work of

Leak and Burke (1966,1968) has been noteworthy in particular because
they attempted to describe in detail the endothelial morphology.
Dermal tissue was prepared from guinea pig ears for electron microscopy after depilation of the overlying skin and injection of colloidal carbon intradermally.

The lymphatics were identified by the

presence of carbon in the lumen.

These investigators measured the

abluminal cytoplasmic fine filaments, which had a diameter of 6 nm,
and they suggested that the filaments were actin-like and hence
contractile in nature.
classified:

Two populations of cytoplasmic vesicles were

pinocytotic (75-100 nm) and large (250-500 nm).

Leak

and Burke (1966,1968) provided additional new information by the
classification of junctional complexes between adjacent endothelial
cells.

By their criteria three types of complexes existed - zonula

occludens, zonula adhaerens and macula adhaerens - of which the
macula adhaerens was most common.
The morphological features exhibited by lymphatics throughout
the body characterize renal lymphatic capillaries as well (Kriz and
Dieterich, 1970; Ohkuma, 1973; Raja-Ortega et al., 1973; Nordquist
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et al., 1973).

Canine renal cortical lymphatics were studied by

Nordquist et al., (1973) after the retrograde injection of India
ink through the capsular lymphatic system.

In each respect their

results substantiated those of previous studies and thus helped to
establish the morphological characteristics of lymphatic vessels.

2) Interstitial Fluid Formation
For lymph to be formed, fluid and protein must first escape
from the blood capillary bed.

The movement of fluid and other mole-

cules from blood to interstitium seems to be determined by at least
six primary factors:

1) capillary hydrostatic pressure, 2) plasma

colloid osmotic pressure, 3) interstitial fluid pressure, 4) interstitial colloid osmotic pressure, 5) concentration of substances
between plasma and interstitial fluid and 6) capillary permeability
(Guyton, 1976a,l976b).

Normally these forces do not exist in bal-

ance and a small but important quantity of fluid and protein is
constantly lost from the circulation into the interstitium.

A pri-

mary role ascribed to the lymphatic system is the removal of this
excess interstitial fluid and its return to the general circulation
(Rusznyak et al., 196 7; Yoffey and Courtice, 1970).

Thus

~vhere

lymphatic drainage has been rendered incompetent for whatever reason, lymphedema commonly ensues.
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3) Morphological Studies on Lymphatic Transport

The means by which substances gain entrance into lymphatic
vessels have been investigated from both a morphological and a
physiological approach.

This work has revealed that a number of

transport paths exist through endothelial cells such as those of
lymphatics.

These passages include a direct route through the plasma

membranes and cell cytoplasm (diffusion), 'rrthin cytoplasmic vesicles
and between adjacent cells (Mayerson, 1963; easley-Smith, 1964,1965;
Garlick and Renkin, 1970; Pappenheimer, 1970).

Once recognized, the

pathHays have been investigated to determine which route contributes
tc the greatest degree during trans-endothelial transport.
From a morphological approach, vesicular and intercellular
routes have been investigated with the electron microscope.

Dif-

fusion, on the other hand, has not been so investigated because this
process cannot be observed electron microscopically.

Intercellular

movement of fluid and protein between lymphatic cells has received
considerable morphological support for the major transport pathway.

In fact, one principal morphologic theory has proposed the

major route to be via "open junctions"; that is, where endothelial
cell contacts lack junctional complexes, and which can be readily
expanded from 0.1 pm up to several micrometers in width (Leak, 1976;
easley-Smith, 1977).

These gaps, according to this theory, are
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thought to attain their greatest significance in active regions,
particularly where much motion of the tissues occurs, and after injury, especially if edema is present.
Leak and Burke (1966,1968) have provided support for the theory
through several descriptive ultrastructural studies.

For these stud-

ies the tissue were traumatized by heat, depilation and colloidal
carbon injections to determine the transport routes.

The work has

shown that fibrils, termed "anchoring filaments", were attached to
the outer leaflet of the lymphatic endothelial cell

~embrane.

The

filaments extended from their cellular attachment into the surrounding connective tissue area.

The severe experimental procedures in-

duced edema formation largely through increased capillary permeability.

According to Leak and Burke's (1966,1968) hypothesis, as the

fluid accumulates in the interstitium tension becomes placed upon
the anchoring filaments, which in turn pull outwards on the endothelial cells.

The outward force causes the intercellular channels to

widen into open junctions and this allows rapid absorption of interstitial material by the lymphatic capillaries.

Although this work

provides evidence on mechanisms which operate under conditions of
trauma it does not necessarily reveal the circumstances of lymph
formation under normal conditions.
easley-Smith (1969) attempted to quantify one potential transport route in various endothelial cell types, and thereby avoid the
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drawbacks of Leak and Burke's (1966,1968) descriptive investigations.
For this study easley-Smith (1969) obtained samples of diaphragmatic
blood capillaries, mesothelium and lymphatic capillaries from mice.
2

Areas of cytoplasm, which measured 0.4 pm , were selected from thinsectioned tissue and the mean number as well as volume of vesicles
per cubic micrometer of cell were determined.

Accordingly, for lymph-

.
3
atic endothelium, it was determined that there were 2258 ves1cles/pm
of cell volume.

The external volume for the vesicles (which included
3

3

the volume of the limiting membrane) was measured to be 0.36 pm /pm
of cell volume, whereas the internal volume (which excluded the
volume of the limiting membrane) '"as about half of that value.
A more thorough quantitative study on the potential morphological transport routes was designed by Dobbins and Rollins (1970),
who investigated the intestinal lacteals from mice and guinea pigs.
Proximal intestinal segments were prepared for ultrastructural review after an intracardiac injection of peroxidase.

Unlike the

morphometric approach that easley-Smith (1969) applied, Dobbins and
Rollins (1970) used a stereologic method to estimate vesicular volume.

In distinction to the previous study, these investigators

determined that the endothelial vesicles occupied only 15% of the
total cytoplasmic volume.

Dobbins and Rollins (1970) also class-

ified the lymphatic endothelial junctions.

Their classification

of 254 contacts revealed that 149 could not be identified because
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of oblique planes of section, 89 were "tight", 10 \vere "close" and
6 were ''open".

They defined "tight" junctions as contacts in which

at least a portion of the junctions had a 1 nm gap or less and "close"
junctions as contacts in which a 4 nm gap could be identified between the outer leaflets of adjacent membranes.
in comparison, had a gap in excess of 4 nm.

"Open'' junctions,

The quantitative data

was also related to the distribution of peroxidase.

The tracer that

had.been injected not only accumulated in the cytoplasmic vesicles,
it also became trapped in the junctions.

The tight junctions, not

surprisingly, were impervious to the peroxidase.

These investigators

concluded that their findings supported the concept that diffusion
and vesicular exchange are the predominant transport routes instead
of open junctions primarily because the latter were so infrequently
encountered.

This concept had received earlier support by Ottaviani

and Azzali (1969).
A number of reasons exist which could explain the difference
in vesicular volume, as determined independently by Casley-Smith
(1969) and Dobbins and Rollins (1970).

These include 1) species

differences, 2) regional differences and 3) variations in sampling
methods.

For example, easley-Smith (1969) examined diaphragmatic

lymph capillaries from mice with a morphometric approach whereas
Dobbins and Rollins (1970) used a stereologic method to study
intestinal lacteals from mice and guinea pigs.

Even when the sampl-
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ing method has been the same between studies species variation has
remained important.

For example, easley-Smith (1969) and Bruns

and Palade (1970) used the same morphometric procedure to analyze
diaphragmatic blood capillaries in two different species.

easley-

Smith (1969) determined that the total number of vesicles was 1900/
pm

3

of cell volume in mouse blood capillary endothelium.

Bruns and Palade (1970) found that figure to be 827/p.m
mne in rat endothelium.

3

In contrast,
of cell vol-

Similarly, easley-Smith (1969) found an

almost two-fold greater vesicular volume (30% versus 17%) than did
Bruns and Palade (1970).
Elhay and easley-Smith (1976), in an effort to apply some of
the known parameters on transport, designed a hypothetical, computersimulated model that compared the potential transport routes.

They

assumed the length, depth and breadth of intercellular contacts primarily from data obtained on blood capillaries (easley-Smith et
al., 1975) - and applied them to lymphatics.

The coBputer program

assimilated the experimental information that was provided along
with randomly selected parameters.

The calculations seemed to show

that closed junctions (\vhich they defined as all junctions other
than open ones) could not account for transport.

Therefore, for

lack of any other route, they concluded that open junctions must be
responsible for lymph formation and that Dobbins and Rollins' (1970)
figure of 2% of the contacts being open was sufficient to account
for fluid and particulate material movement into lymphatics.
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About a year later,

easley-S~th

(1977) advanced his theory by

stating that if 1-6% of all junctions were open this could account
for the bulk of macromolecular movement into lymphatics.

His theory

also refutes· the importance of diffusion and vesicular transport in
that process.

A vesicular contribution was denied on the basis of

random, Brownian movement of vesicles which would prevent directional flow.

easley-Smith (1977) has developed, on the basis of his

theory, a model which deals with the entry of substances into lymphatics (Elhay and easley-Smith, 1976; easley-Smith, 1976; easley-Smith
and Sims, 1976; easley-Smith, 1977).

The model begins with the

filling phase, during which time macromolecules enter the lymphatic
capillaries through intercellular spaces, dragging fluid with them.
Next occurs the emptying phase that is initiated by tissue compression.

This mechanical force drives some of the fluid out of the

lymphatics back into the interstitium, but because compression
narrows the intercellular channels, the protein becomes trapped
within the vessel lumen.

During this phase, some fluid and protein

is also pushed centrally through the lymphatic to reach valves which
prevent backflow during the next

~illing

phase.

It is the high col-

loid oncotic pressure of the protein remaining in the initial lymphatic which provides the driving force for the next filling phase
whereby additional interstitial fluid enters by osmotic attraction.
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4) Physiological Studies on Lymphatic Transport
Physiologists have also attempted to provide an answer to the
question of transport routes.

It has become generally accepted now

that convection (bulk flow), diffusion and vesicular exchange act as
the principal mechanisms by which proteins and other large molecules
escape from the circulation and enter interstitial fluid and lymph
(Landis and Pappenheimer, 1963; Court ice, 1970).

Hhat is not knmm

is the specific contribution of each process to the overall transport of macromolecules.
As with the morphologists, the physiologists studying transport
have been unable to agree.

One group (Lassen et al, 1974) maintains

that convective forces are responsible for capillary filtration.
These forces are proportional to the rate of volume, or bulk, flow
and less dependent on the concentration difference bet>·:een plasma
and lymph.

In contrast, the second group (Renkin, 1964; Garlick and

Renkin, 1970) supports the concept that dissipative forces - diffusion
and vesicular exchange - act as the predominant mech&,isms.

In contra-

distinction to bulk flow, the dissipative forces are proportional to
the concentration difference bet\veen plasma and lymph.

These dissi-

pative forces act, therefore, to equalize concentration differences
(Tomlin, 1969; Shea et al., 1969).

The work of

Lassen~

al., (1974),

Renkin (1964) and Garlick and Renkin (1970) has been criticized for
their indirect approaches to resolving the debate (Schultze and
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Heremans, 1966; Johnson and Levitt, 1975).

Perl (1975) devised a

mathematical analysis, based on solute-solvent coupling, that could
evaluate experimental data so as to distinguish between convective
and dissipative mechanisms.

He acquired data from other studies,

including Garlick and Renkin (1970) and Lassen et al., (1974), and
subjected it to his analysis.

From this re-evaluation he concluded

that diffusion and vesicular exchange, under normal conditions, were
the dominant mechanisms; however, a small but substantial convective
component contributed to trans-capillary movement.
Recently, in a pair of studies, Renkin et al., (1977a,l977b) designed a direct procedure that could distinguish between the two major
forces.

They measured the steady-state transport of a series of test

molecules from blood to lymph at different rates of lymph formation.
This was accomplished by increased capillary hydrostatic pressure
induced by experimental elevation of venous pressure.

Their results

revealed that at low to normal rates of lymph formation, dissipative
mechanisms account for the greater part of total transport.

However,

as lymph flow increases, the convective component becomes greater in
proportion and may eventually dominate transport.

III. STATEHENT OF OBJECTIVES
A) General Objectives
This study has been designed to answer the following general
questions:
1) What is the anatomical distribution of the intrarenal canine
lymphatic system?
2) What is the volume density of lymph within.the kidney?
3) What are the morphological transport pathways across the
lymphatic endothelium during lymph formation?

B) Specific Aims
1) To determine whether or not there exists, in the canine renal
cortex, an intralobular lymphatic plexus, and if so, to determine its
extent.
2) To determine whether or not there exists, in the canine kidney, an intramedullary lymphatic plexus, and if so, to determine its
extent.
3) To determine the tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics.
4) To determine the primary relationships of intrarenal lymphatics with elements of the nephron and vasculature.
5) To est.imate the volume density of intrarenal lymphatics and
to compare the value obtained from control kidneys with that from
27
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kidneys with altered function.
6) To observe and quantify the potential morphologic pathways
by which interstitial substances enter renal lymphatics.
7) To determine if the transport routes vary in different kidney regions and after altered states of renal function.

IV. MATERIALS

M~D

METHODS
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A) General
For this study 60 mongrel dogs of either sex \vere used.

These

animals, fed.standard dog chow and given access to water ad libitum,
were cared for according to the guidelines of the American Association
of Live Animal Science.
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The dogs were divided into eight

Preliminary experiments were performed on eight kidneys

in group 1 to develop a suitable ultrastructural technique.

The

rationale for such work lay in the need to preserve the deep structures of the kidney and simultaneously trap the luminal contents
within the blood and lymph vessels.
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Lymphatics could then be tent-
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atively identified light microscopically by the differential stain-
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ing characteristics of their luminal contents in comparison with
those of blood capillaries.

The potential vessels then had to be

confirmed by ultrastructural criteria.

Subsequent to the prelim-

inary experiments, after the best possible method had been developed,
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a systematic morphometric and stereologic study of the renal cortex
and medulla was designed to analyze three groups of animals.
group was comprised of three kidneys:

Each

1) group 2 underwent unilat-

eral ureteric obstruction and renal lymphatic ligation, 2) group 3
underw·ent renal lymphatic ligation only and 3) group 4 'tvas not subjected to experimental procedures before tissue preservation.

Other

tissue samples from group 4 were examined in a stu.dy of renal arcuate
regions, as were three kidneys in group 5.

An alternative approach

to observe the pattern and distribution of intrarenal lymphatics was
accomplished by retrograde injections of Microfil into the capsular
and hilar lymphatics of twenty kidneys (group 6).

The kidneys of

the seventh (renal corpuscular counts) and eighth (proportion of
renal regions) groups were used to derive morphometric and stereologic data that could be compared with already published information on
non-lymphatic renal components and thereby serve as a check upon
the accuracy of those techniques.

Since quantitative data on renal

lymphatics have not been available, the purpose of this work was to
verify the accuracy of the quantitative data derived in the present
study for the intrarenal lymphatic system by checking on nonlymphatic components which have been studied by others.
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C) Experimental Procedures
1) Ureteric Obstruction
In each of the eleven dogs from groups 1 and 2 (Table 1) under
sterile conditions a two-inch, muscle spreading loin incision was
used to expose the left ureter.

A silk thread ligature was placed

around the ureter two to three inches caudal to the renal pelvis.
The wound was closed and antibacterial powder applied (Nitrofurazone,
Eaton Veterinary Laboratories).

Each dog was given a subcutaneous

injection (300,000 U per 10 kg of body weight) of Bicillin (penicillin G, Wyeth Laboratories) and the animals were allowed to recover
for 3 days.

The rationale behind using this preparation as an aid in

morphological investigations of the renal lymphatic system stemmed
from a recent demonstration that lymph is diverted from the hilar to
capsular system with consequent capsular lymphatic dilatation (Holmes
et al., 1977a,l977b).

The assumption was made that this would dilate

the intrarenal tributaries as well.

~mphatic

Ligation

Unilateral renal lymphatic ligation was performed on all dogs
from the first three groups through a left loin incision, under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia, 5 hours before the kidney was remov-
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ed.

The main capsular collecting vessels were ligated at the renal

poles and the hilar vessels \vere tied as they coursed along the
renal pedicle.

The incision was then closed.

Anesthesia was main-

tained and isotonic (0. 9%) saline was manually infused

hourly~

through

a catheter placed into the lesser saphenous vein, during the interval
between ligation and kidney fixation.

The purpose of the lymphatic

ligation was to induce mild dilatation of the intrarenal lymphatics
so that their recognition in tissue sections would be facilitated.

3) Unmanipulated Kidneys
The three aninals in group 4 were not subjected to experimental
procedures before tissue preservation.

The rationale for this lay

in the need to investigate the anatomy of the intrarenal lymphatic
system under "normaln conditions of renal function.

In this \vay the

quantitative data derived from this group could be related to a live,
functioning kidney, especially the estimation of the volume of intrarenal lymph.

Data acquired from the first three groups, in contrast,

could not be related to that situation since t1w different experimental maneuvers were used to dilate the renal lynphatics.

For the

same reason, the animals from the remaining groups (5, 6, 7, 8) were
not manipulated before kidney fixation.
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4) Tissue Preservation
Initial fixation was achieved in vivo by dripping acrolein in
Millonig's phosphate buffer (4-6% mixture by volume) onto the kidney.
Acrolein (Kodak or MC/B) was used because of its superior penetration
properties (Hayat, 1970) over the conventionally used aldehyde fixatives.

Since acrolein is a monoaldehyde, it can penetrate further

yet preserve as quickly as glutaraldehyde.

Consequently, by the use

of acrolein deeper regions of the kidney could be fixed rapidly,
thereby trapping the luminal contents of blood and lymph vessels, and
the quality of fixation would be acceptable for ultrastructural analysis of thin sections.

To achieve this fixation, the anesthetized

dogs were placed into a fume hood and the loin incision was opened.
250 m1 of fixative was dripped onto the anterior surface of the kidney and the excess was prevented from pooling in the abdominal cavity by suction.

Simultaneously, 100 ml of fixative Has infused

through one of tHo polyethylene cannulae which were passed retrogradely through the left ureter to the renal pelvis; the second
cannula served as an outlet from the pelvis for the fixative.

a) Cortex and Medulla
At the cessation of fixation, random tissue strips (lxlx4 mm)
from the eight kidneys in group 1 (preliminary experiments) 'vere
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excised.

In contrast, 30 cortical and 10 medullary strips were

obtained from each of the three kidneys in the second, third and
fourth groups.

One third of the 30 cortical strips were taken from

each pole and one third from the central region.

Hedullary strips

were excised randomly from all three kidney regions.

The propor-

tion of cortical to medullary tissue strips '>vas based on the observation (see below - Proportion of Renal Regions) that nearly a 3:1
ratio of cortex to medulla existed in the dog kidney.

In an effort

to sample both regions equally, this tissue ratio was selected.
All tissue strips were trimmed in and subsequently immersed into
Millonig's phosphate buffered 2% glutaraldehyde (Polysciences, Inc.)
0

at 4 C for 1 hour.

They were post-fixed in Hillonig's phosphate

buffered 1% osmium tetroxide (Polysciences, Inc.) at 4 C for 2 hours.
A graded acetone series served as the dehydration medium, after which
the tissues were flat-embedded in EPON 812.

Sections, 1 pm thick and

cut parallel to the capsule, were obtained from the 270 cortical and
90 medullary blocks, stained with 1% toluidine blue in borax and
examined with the light microscope for potential lymphatics.

This

was made possible by the fixation technique which enhanced the retention of luminal contents in most if not all the parenchymal vasculature.

Tissue, containing potential lymphatics, was trimmed and

further sectioned with an LKB Ultramicrotome.

These thin sections

were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate before examination
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with an Hitachi HU-llB-2 electron microscope.

Serial sections for

light microscopy were obtained from all tissue containing confirmed lymphatics in order to trace their distribution.

b) Arcuate Region
As an alternative method to the procedure used above for the
localization of intramedullary lymphatics, tissue from the arcuate
region of kidneys in group 4 as well as the three kidneys in group
5 were investigated.

Accordingly, the tissue was fixed by the method

3
outlined above; hm·1ever, for this particular study 5 mm blocks and

lx2x2 mm strips \vere excised from the arcuate regions.

The purpose

of these experiments was to follow the arcuate lymphatics in serial
sections with particular emphasis being given to a search for medullary tributaries.

3
Other 5 mm blocks of renal tissue, incorporat-

ing cortex and some medulla, were removed which contained communicating vessels that emerged through the renal capsule to trace the
interlobular tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics.
of the 5 mm
only.

3

Preparation

blocks was directed tm.;rard light microscopic analysis

Thus, the blocks were immersed into acrolein for 1 hour at

4°C after drip fixation.

The lx2x2 mm tissue strips were prepared

for ultrastructural studies by immersion into Nillonig's phosphate
buffered 2% glutaraldehyde for 1 hour at 4°C, folloHed by similar-
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ly buffered 1% osmium tetroxide post-fixation lasting 2 hours at
4°C.

All the tissue samples were subsequently dehydrated in

ethanol, transferred to propylene oxide and embedded in Araldite
502 (Ladd Industries).

A Sorval JB-4 Microtome was used to

3
section the 5 mm blocks, the 3 pm thick sections being stained
with Delafield's hematoxylin and eosin-Y.

Arcuate lymphatics,

identified by their numerous valves, were traced in serial photographs to assist in the reconstruction drawings.

The ultra-

structural morphology of arcuate lymphatics was studied in thin
sections cut from the tissue strips.

5) Retrograde Tracer Injection
A major objective of the present study was to develop a threedimensional picture of the intrarenal lymphatic systen.

\\lith this

in mind, the capsular and hilar lymphatics of twenty dogs (group
6) were injected with Microfil (Canton Bio-Nedical Products, Inc.)
which is a silicone rubber injection compound designed specifically
for microvascular injection studies.
The kidneys were prepared in the follmving manner.

First, the

renal pedicle was exposed to enable renal clamps to be placed across
the renal vessels.
kidney was excised.

The vessels were cut betHeen the clamps and the
The kidney was then placed over a sink, the

remaining clamp removed, and an 18 gauge needle was inserted into
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the renal artery.

200 ml of isotonic (0.9%) saline Has infused,

using a manual syringe, into the renal artery; the blood and saline
drained through the renal vein.

This maneuver removed from the

organ blood which 'tvould othen1ise have interfered with the clearing
process.

The procedure was made easier by immersion of the kidney
0

into 2% buffered neutral formalin at 4 C for 24 hours before cannulation of either hilar or capsular collecting lymphatics.

The

lymphatics were identified under a Zeiss dissecting microscope by
their irregular contour and numerous valves.

Once identified, these

vessels 'tvere cannulated with polyethylene tubing (PE 10), stretched
to a fine tip, that was connected to a Pasteur pipette containing
a 1:2 solution of white Microfil (MV-112) and Diluent (:N-Diluent),
as well as 7% MV-Curing Agent.

The tracer 'tvas forced into the

lymphatics by an air-filled syringe mounted on a Sage Syringe Pump
(Model 352) set at a flow rate of 60 ml/hour.
a retrograde direction.

Filling proceeded in

When valves were encountered which prevent-

ed retrograde flow of Microfil, external manipulation was used in
an attempt to overcome the valvular obstruction.
As many lymphatics as possible on a kidney were injected.
After"tVards the kidneys were immersed into 10% buffered neutral
formalin at 4°C for 5 days to complete the fixation process.

The

injected areas were then excised and dehydrated in a graded ethanol
series, each stage lasting for 3 days.

Finally, the tissue \vas im-
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mersed in methyl salicylate (Hallinckrodt, Inc.) for clearing.
During this process, the specimens were photographed '-lith a Nikon
Medical Lens mounted on a Nikon F camera.

D) Quantitative Procedures
Information pertaining to a quantitative assessment of the
renal lymphatic system was obtained from 3 ureter-obstructed kidneys with renal lymphostasis (group 2), 3 kidneys with renal lymphatic ligation alone (group 3) and 3 with free lymph flo,., (group 4).
These data were gathered from the cortical lymphatics only since
intramedullary lymphatics were not observed in the tissue samples.

1) Lymphatic Relationships
The primary relationships of individual lymphatics were determined from light microscopic observations.

Random sections of tis-

sue which contained lymphatics, confirmed as such by electron
microscopy in adjacent thin sections, \vere analyzed.

Since, even

in a single section, lymphatics \vere usually adjacent to more than
one structure, arbitrary decisions had to be made in order to derive
quantitative data.

For example, lymphatics, in general, accompany

blood vessels; therefore, when blood vessels (other than capillaries)
were seen to be adjacent to the lymphatic in question, they were re-
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corded as the primary related structure.

Further, if the adjacent

blood vessels contained both arterial and venous elements, the primary relationship was recorded as arterial (or arteriolar).

This

was justified by the general observation that renal lymphatics appear to be more closely related to arterial than to venous vessels.
Thus venous elements were recorded as the primary relationship only
when arterial elements were lacking.

Similarly, a primary tubular

relationship was recorded only when neither arterial nor venous vessels were close by.

In such instances adjoining sections were exam-

ined to insure that the lack of neighboring blood vessels was real
rather than an artifact of the plane of section.

2) Morphometry and Stereology
~rorphometric

and stereologic techniques were used to quantify

elements of the cortical parenchyma.

For volume density (V ) measv

urements 120 one micron-thick sections were selected from the 270
cortical tissue blocks, 40 from each of the three kidney groups (2,
3, 4).

For each set of 40 sections, 25 were randomly selected by

another individual from tissue blocks without lymphatics and 15 were
so selected from tissue containing confirmed lymphatics.
sections were taken from the same tissue block.

No two

The ratio of blocks

with and without lymphatics was based on the observation in the
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present work that slightly more than one third of all the tissue
blocks contained lymph vessels.

In an attempt to neither over-

estimate nor under-estimate the extent of the intrarenal lymphatic
system, this apparent relationship was maintained.

The 120 sections

were photographed at a fixed magnification (x 320) and volume density data obtained from the micrographs using a superimposed transparent grid (coherent square lattice of 400 points spaced at 0.8 em
intervals) by the standard point counting method (Weibel> 1970).
The method used the equation V

v

= P./P
;
1.
T

where P . equals the number
1

of points that intersect a given structure and PT equals the total
point count.

Values were obtained for cortical arteries, veins,

arterioles, tubules, blood capillaries, renal corpuscles, interstitium and lymphatics.
The surface area of cortical lymphatics was obtained from the
same micrographs by two methods - by simple measurement of radius
and by planimetry (K & E Compensating Polar Planimeter).

3) Non-Lymphatic Renal Components
A principal objective of the present study was to quantify the
volume of the renal lymphatic system.

Since, however, no quantit-

ative information on the system has been published, the concern
arose that a possible criticism of the work might focus on the ac-
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curacy of the procedure.

To eliminate, or at least minimize, this

criticism, morphometric and stereologic data (as previously described) on non-lymphatic components of the kidney were obtained and
compared with other published information as well as with data derived by different methods in the present study.

The rationale of

the comparisons was to check the accuracy of the techniques and
thereby verify the reliability of the estimation of lymph volume.

a) Renal Corpuscular Count
For example, a stereologic method was used to count the number
of renal corpuscles in each of ten kidneys (group 7) by the method
of Elias and Hennig (1967).

The kidneys were removed and fixed in

toto in 10% buffered neutral formalin (4°C), after ligation of the
renal pedicle to prevent leakage of blood and lymph.

After 4 days

fixation, 25 cortical samples that measured 7 mm 3 were excised from
each kidney, dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in glycol methacrylate (Polysciences, Inc.).
hematoxylin and eosin-Y.

Sections were stained with Delafield's
The number of renal corpuscles was count-

ed in eight 0.5 mm2 areas in a random section from each of 10 blocks
per kidney, totalling 100 sections and 800 measurements.

Bias in

area selection was eliminated by over-focusing the microscope, movement of the slide and then the next count was taken.

The total
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number of corpuscles per kidney was determined by multiplying the
cortical volume of canine kidneys (see below - ProDortion of Renal
Regions) by the numerical density (N ) , which 'tvas obtained by the
v
formula Nv

= nA/A(D+T)

(Elias and Hennig, 1967).

For the equation,
2

nA was the number of corpuscles counted in area A (4 mm ) of section, D was the mean corpuscular diameter, and T \vas the section
thickness (5 pm).

Mean corpuscular diameter was measured \•lith an

eyepiece reticle, two perpendicular measurements being made on each
of 30 random corpuscles.

b) Proportion of Renal Regions
For use in calculations, the proportions of the different regions of the kidney were obtained from ten additional kidneys (group
8).

These were removed and fixed by the same technique as that

used for the corpuscular counts.

The cortex, outer medulla, inner

medulla, and pelvic fat and vessels were isolated under a dissecting microscope and then weighed.

Tissue samples were processed for

and examined by light microscopy to confirm the accuracy of the
dissection.

E) Transport Studies
Ultrastructurally renal lymphatic vessels reveal t,.;o potential
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morphologic trans-endothelial transport routes - one being intracellular through cytoplasmic vesicles and the other being intercellular
between adjacent endothelial cells.

Diffusion, a third potential

pathway, contributes to trans-lymphatic transport; however, it does
not lend itself to electron microscopic analysis and thus it was
not investigated.

To investigate the relative importance of inter-

cellular and vesicular transport a quantitative morphological analysis of the trans-lymphatic transport pathways was obtained from
nine dog kidneys.

These were the same kidneys from which quantita-

tive data were obtained on lymphatic distribution.

In addition,

since intralobular and interlobular lymphatics were observed in
those kidneys, the pathways were compared between lymph vessels
located in those two cortical regions.
Vesicular transport was assessed quantitatively by determination of the V

v

and N for the cytoplasmic vesicles, according to

v

the stereologic methods outlined above.

For the numerical density

formula NV= nA/A(D+T), nA was the number of vesicles counted in
area A (2 pm2 ), D was the mean vesicular diameter and Twas the
section thickness (80 nm).

The data were obtained from electron

micrographs of the same magnification (x 80,600) in a blind study.
For the V determination a coherent square lattice with 6340 points

v

spaced at 0.3 em intervals was used.

The electron micrographs were

also used for estimation of several other vesicular parameters.

For
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example, after the electron microscope was calibrated \Vith a Fullam
calibration grid (2160 lines per mm), the mean external and internal
diameter of free and attached cytoplasmic vesicles was calculated.
Two measurements, perpendicular to one another, were made on each
of 10 vesicles from each of the two types of cortical lymphatic capillaries in the three kidney groups.

From the same micrographs the

position of the vesicles was recorded by classification of their
location within the cytoplasm.

Lymphatic endothelial cell thickness

was measured at several locations along the length of the cells to
obtain the best estimate of the maximum and minimum non-nuclear
endothelial cell thickness, as well as the perinuclear cell thickness.
The intercellular transport routes were also analyzed.

Lymph-

atic endothelial cell contacts between contiguous cells were enumerated and classified into the conventional specialized junctional
complex groups.

In addition, from these same thin sections the

number of cells in a typical vessel cross-section were estinated.

F) Statistical Analysis
The quantitative data obtained in the present study were analyzed with a Sharp Electronic Calculator programmed to compute the
mean, standard deviation and standard error.

~~ere

applicable, the
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Student's T-test was applied to determine the statistical significance between different groups of related information.

V. RESULTS
A) Lymphatic Distribution
1) Recognition of Lymphatics
The distribution of renal lymphatics was observed histologically in all kidneys from the first five experimental groups.

By

virtue of the preparative procedures that were developed specifically for this project, cortical lymphatics were tentatively identified as such by the differential staining properties between their
luminal contents and those of the neighboring blood vessels (Figure
4).

The potential lymphatics were then confirmed as such by ultra-

structural analysis of adjacent thin sections.
logical features of renal lymphatics were 1) a

The salient morpho~~all

comprised of

simple squamous epithelium (endothelium) that was non-fenestrated
in character and 2) an absent or incompletely developed basal
lamina - both features being distinctly different from the renal
blood capillaries (Figure 1).

When lymphatics had been identified

ultrastructurally they were subsequently followed in serial 1 pm
thick sections which enabled their path through the kidney to be
traced.

2) General Pattern
a) Cortex
47
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Figure 1
Electron micrographs that compare blood and lymph capillaries in the
canine renal cortex. A) A peritubular blood capillary (BC) is shm-m
that has prominent endothelial fenestrae (small arrows) and a basal
lamina (large arro\v). x 15,000. B) A cortical lymphatic capillary
(1), with a non-fenestrated endothelial wall t hat lacks a basal
lamina, is illustrated. Note the more clear lumen of the lymphatic
as compared \vith that of the blood capillary. x 6600.
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The known pattern and distribution of the larger renal lymphatics was observed in the present study.

Thus, a capsular plexus,

and a deeper system •vhich drained primarily to the hilar collecting
vessels, were seen.

The interlobular lymphatics typically formed

one to four vessels which divided and rejoined in their course along
the interlobular blood vessels (Figure 2).

These vessels were em-

bedded in the connective tissue septa that surround the larger
renal blood vessels.

Although valves were not present in these

lymphatics - thereby permitting the flmv of lymph to hilar or capsular system - the caliber generally increased towards the hilus,
suggesting this to be the preferential pathway under normal conditions.
Tributaries of the interlobular lymphatics were found and
were primarily associated with divisions of the interlobular arteries or with afferent arterioles (Figure 3).

In this location the

lymphatics coursed through the perivascular connective tissue septa.
More distally, lymphatics coursed a\vay from the renal lobule by
accompanying the occasional afferent arteriole (Figure 4).

Such

lymphatics could often be traced to renal corpuscles and were
sometimes closely associated with the juxtaglomerular complex (Figure 5).

Further into the region, lymphatics were sometimes seen in

close apposition to the parietal layer of Bowman's capsule, sandwiched between it and either a small vessel or a tubule (Figure 6).
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Figure 2
Light micrographs that show interlobular lymphatics. A) Three
lymphatic capillaries (L) situated around an interlobular artery (A)
from a kidney that underwent renal lymphatic ligation alone. x 670.
B) Longitudinal section through a lymphatic fro m a free lymph flow
kidney. x 420. C) A dilated lymphatic from a kidney with ureteric
obstruction and renal lymphatic ligation. x 830.
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Figure 3
Li ght micrograph of the tributaries to the interloblar lymphatics.
Tvm lyn:pha tic vesse ls (L) are located at the periphery of a renal
lobule in a ureter-obstructed kidney. These vesse ls a re related
to an artery (A) an d an afferent arteriole (AA). Subsequent thick
sections sh oHed that the lymphatics joined with one another. x 910.
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Figure 4
Micrographs of intralobular lymphatics related to afferent arterioles. A) T'.;ro lymphatics (L) are seen, each associated with an
afferent arteriole (AA) from a ureter-obstructed kidney. Notice
the clear lumen of the lymphatics in contrast to that of the blood
vessels which contains plasma and/or cells. x 580. B) Electron
micrograph of one of the lymphatics from panel (A) that shows the
absence of a basal lamina beneath the vessel 's continuous endotheliwn. x 7300. C) Light wicrograph of a lymphatic beside an
afferent arteriole from a free lymph flm.;r kidney. Note the limited interstitial space in this kidney as compared with that in
panel (A). x 780.
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Figure 5
Light micrograph from a ureter-obstructed kidney that shows lymphatics (L) near the region of the juxtaglomerular app aratus (JGA).
X 1550.
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:Figure 6
Hicrographs of lymphatics related to renal corpuscles. A) Light
micrograph of a lymphatic (L) situated beside a renal corpuscle
(RC) from a kidney with renal lymphatic ligation alone. A second
lymphatic is located between t\vo tubules and a venule. x 620.
The pericorpuscular lymphatic (arrow) is shmm in an electron
micrograph in panel (B) to demonstrate the close apposition of t:ne
lymphatic with the parietal layer of Bm·7man's capsule. x 3300. C)
A pericorpuscular lymphatic from a ureter-obstructed kidney. The
lymph vessel is dilated and the interstitium is expanded. x 780.
D) Light micrograph of a lymphatic situated between two renal
corpuscles and a tubule from a free lymph flow kidney. x 800.
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In none of these instances though, did the lymphatics
with the renal corpuscles.

co~~unicate

Deep 'rithin the renal lobule, and

unrelated to arteries or veins, lymphatics were found amongst the
tubules and peritubular capillaries (Figures 7 and 8).

In at least

one instance, an intertubular lymphatic was found 'nthin a medullary
ray (Figure 9).

Serial thick sections from blocks that contained

intertubular lymphatics revealed that these vessels originated as
bli~d

capillaries within the renal lobule and eventually followed

with an afferent arteriole to become a tributary to the interlobular
lymphatics.

Figure 10 is a reconstruction drawing

t:~ade

from serial

thick sections >vhich depicts the course that intralobular lymphatics
follmv- to join the interlobu-lar vessels.
Tributaries to the capsular system were present beneath the
renal capsule (Figure 11).
with tubules.

Here, their relationship was primarily

It was not determined how deeply these lymphatics ex-

tended into the substance of the cortex, nor '"hether they anastomosed with tributaries of the interlobular system.

However, the pri-

mary pathway from the subcapsular region appeared to be through
perforating vessels that pierced the renal capsule to enter the surface system.

b) Nedulla
The renal medulla was investigated morphologically in a fashion
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Figure 7
Hicrographs of lymphatics related to tubules only. A) Electron
micrograph of an intertubular lymphatic (L) from a kidney with renal
lymphatic ligation alone. x 6600. B and C) Light micrographs from
ureter-obstructed kidneys. x 880 and x 700, respect~vely. DT~distal
tubule, PT=proximal tubule.
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Figure 8
Hicrographs of an intertubular lymphatic from a free lymph flow kidney. A) Light micrograph that shows a lymphatic (L) located between
a proximal tubule (PT) and a vessel. x 720. B) Electron micrograph
. of the same lymphatic. Note the clear lumen of this vessel as compared w·ith that of the adjacent blood vessel. x 6000.
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Figure 9
}!icrographs of a lymphatic seen in a medullary ray from a ureterobstructed kidney. A) Light micrograph that shows the lymphatic
(L) relationship to proximal tubules (PT) and distal tubules (DT).
· x 710. B) Electron micrograph of a part of the same lymphatic
that shows the continuous endothelium without a basal lamina.
X 24,000.
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Figure 10
Reconstruction drawing that illustrates intralobular tributaries
to the interlobular lymphatics. The lymphatics (stippled) were
followed in serial 1 ~m thick sections which revealed that the
intralobular lymphatics (IaL) began as blind capillaries within
the substance of the renal lobule. The vessels then coursed toward renal corpuscles (RC), at which location the lymphatics
w·ere occasionally related to the region of the juxtaglomerular
complex. The intralobular lymphatics joined with an afferent arteriole (AA) to gain an interlobular position. The interlobular
lymphatics (IeL) followed interlobular arteries (A) through the
cortex.

A
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Figure 11
Light micrograph of a subcapsular lymphatic seen in a ureter-obstructed kidney . The lymphatic (L) coursed subjacent to the renal capsule
(C).

x 860.
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comparable to that which was used for the cortex.

Light and electron

microscopic examination of 90 tissue strips from the first approach
failed to reveal an intramedullary plexus of lymph vessels.

However,

in one instance three vessels from the same tissue strip were embedded
in a vascular bundle composed of ascending and descending vasa recta
(Figure 12).

Serial 1 pm thick sections revealed that the lymphatics

began as blind capillaries superficial to the outer medulla and that
their diameter increased in the direction of the juxtamedullary cortex, suggesting that these vessels coursed through the arcuate region.
To investigate the question of intramedullary lymphatics further,
six kidneys were studied by an alternate method.

Tissue blocks from

the arcuate region and cortex, the latter samples containing communicating vessels, were serially sectioned to observe medullary tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics.

In this way, lymphatic vessels

that ascend from the medulla and descend from the cortex could be
detected by tracing them to known lymphatics that pass through the
arcuate region of the kidney.

The arcuate vessels contained valves

that made them readily distinguishable from neighboring blood vessels (Figure 13).

Cortical tributaries joined the arcuate lymphat-

ics by descending with the interlobular blood vessels (Figure 14).
In this position the lymphatics frequently branched and rejoined,
and thereby made a complex network around the blood vessels.

The

initial arcuate lymphatics had secondary relationships with neigh-

r
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boring renal corpuscles and tubular elements (Figure 15) but not so
for the more central segments (Figure 16).

As the arcuate lymphatics

approached the interlobar blood vessels connective tissue septa became organized into sleeves that isolated the vascular elements from
the renal parenchyma.

By this alternative approach a detailed exam-

ination of 60 tissue blocks that contained arcuate lymphatics failed
to reveal any tributaries that ascended from the medulla.
only cortical tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics

~.;rere

Instead,
seen.

Fig-

ure 17 is a reconstruction drawing from serial 3 pm thick sections
that depicts the anastomosis of interlobular with arcuate lymphatics.
The vessel diameter usually increased as the lymphatics coursed toward the hilar collecting vessels.

Valves became prominent features

in the arcuate lymphatics, especially as the complexity of vessel
branching increased.

c) Hicrofil
Retrograde injection of Microfil into the capsular and hilar
lymphatics was a capricious technique but nevertheless provided valuable insights into the three-dimensional distribution of the renal
lymphatics.

The major difficulty encountered was the competency of

valves '..rhich prevented the passage of silicone rubber, especially
in the hilar vessels.

At times, the efficiency of the valves 1..ras
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Figure 12
Micrographs of lymphatics in a vascular bundle from a ureter-obstructed kidney. A) Electron micrograph of a lymphatic (L) beside a vasa
rectum (VR). Note the clear lumen of the lymphatic as compared with
that of the blood vessel. x 5100. B) Higher pmv-er electron micrograph of the same lymph capillary to show the non-fenestrated endothelium that lacks a basal lamina. x 7500. C) Light micrograph that
illustrates the same lymphatic and vasa rectum (arrow), as well as
t\vo other lymphatics. x 580.
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Figure 13
Micrographs of arcuate lymphatics from a free lymph flow kidney. A)
Light micrograph of tvJo adj oining l ymphatics (L) beside an arcuate
artery (A), vein (V) and renal parenchyma. The lymphatics \ve re identified by the presence of valves (arrow). x 310. B) Li ght micrograph
of the valve area of the same lymphatic. x 760. The apex of the
valve (arrow) is sho\-m in an electron micrograph in panel (C). The
endothelial cell nuclei Here the most prominen t feature of the otherwise highly attenuated endothelium. x 8100.
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Figure 1.4
Light micrograph of interlobular tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics from a free lymph flm'l kidney. The interlobular lymphatics
(L) formed a complicated network around the arteries (A). Valves
(arrow) ~'lere visible in the arcuate l ymphatics. x 70.
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Figure 15
Micrographs of initial arcuate lymphatics from a free lymph flm.,r
kidney. A) Light micrograph that shows three arcuate lymphatics
(L) located bet~..reen an arcuate artery (A) and renal parenchyma.
Note that connective tissue does not isolate the lymphatics from
the renal parenchyma. x 280~ The arrow indicates the vessel region shmm in an electron micrograph in panel (B). The arcuate
lymphatic 1·mll was composed of a continuous endothelium that lacked a basal lamina. A cell contact (CC) is shm.,rn between two contiguous cells. x 21,6 00. C) Higher power light micrograph of the
lymphatic to show a small tributary (arrm.,r) that anastomosed with
the larger vessel. The tributary is located by a small artery (A),
vein (V) and renal corpuscle (RC). x 470. D) Electron micrograph
of the small tributary which has the characteristic morphology of
lymph capillaries. A portion of a nucleus (N) and centriole (C)
are seen. x 24,300.
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Figure 16
Light micrograph of arcuate lymphatics that a pproach the interlobar
vessels from a free lymph flow kidney. The arcuate lymphatics (1),
recognized by the presence of valves ( arrows), became isolated from
the renal parenchyma by connective tissue septa (CT) as the vessels
coursed centrally toward the interlobar region. x 110.
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Figure 17
Reconstruction drawing that illustrates the interlobular lymphatic
tributaries to the arcuate lymph vessels. The lymphatics (stippled)
were followed in serial 3 pm thick sections which revealed that the
interlobular lymphatics (IL) followed along the interlobular arteries (IA) toward the arcuate region. These lymph vessels formed complicated networks around the arteries and then anastomosed to form
the arcuate lymphatics (AL) which possessed valves (arrows). Three
to five arcuate lymphatics then followed arcuate arteries (A) toward
the interlobar vessels.
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so great that the vessel wall ruptured before the valves became incompetent.

Despite the difficulty many successful injections of the

capsular system were prepared; however, only partial success was enjoyed with the hilar system.
Frequently, the injection material in capsular lymphatics disappeared into the kidney, only to reappear on the renal surface some
distance from the injection site.

Thus, some subcapsular lymphatics

had several routes by which they joined the capsular collecting
system.

As the filling time was extended the material sometimes

outlined partially the major surface collecting vessels (Figure 18).
The intrarenal tributaries to the collecting lymphatics became visible while the tissue blocks cleared in methyl salicylate.

They

were, for the most part, dispersed through the superficial cortex
as fine branches (Figure 19).

Occasionally a large communicating

lymphatic was successfully filled that passed down into the cortex
(Figure 20).

The depth of injection hmvever, was never more than

3 mm so that the deepest cortical lymphatics were not demonstrated.
Because of the frequency and efficiency of the hilar lymphatic
valves, retrograde Microfil injections through that system were incomplete.
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Figure 18
Hacroscopic viel·l of a l idney surface after Hicrofil had been injected retrogradely through a capsular l ymphatic. A) The injection
material filled a capsular collecting lymphatic (CL). The arrow
indicates bloo d v essels on the renal surface. x 6. B) Higher pm.,rer
vie-.;.,r of the same preparat ion to demons trate t he cortical tributaries
to the collecting lymphatic as well as the numerous valves (arrows).
X 13.
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Figure 19
Hacroscopic view of a cleared kidney specimen to show the intracortical tributaries to the capsular collecting lymphatics (large
arrm-.1head). The small arrmvs indicate lymph vessels within the
substance of the superficial cortex in their ascent toward the
surface vessels. x 13.
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Figure 20
Macrosc opic view of a cleared kidney specimen to show a communicating lymphatic. The collecting lymphatic on the renal surface
is denoted by the large arrowhead. A communicating lymphatic
(small arrows) is indicated along part of its course through the
cortex toward the arcuate region. Portions of intracortical tributaries to this vessel are visible as small bulges. x 13.
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B) Quantification
Since medullary lymphatics were not demonstrated in the present
work, quantitative analysis of the intrarenal lymphatic system was
directed primarily toward the cortical plexus but some information
from the medullary study was gathered.

1) Number and Relationship of Cortical Lymphatics
In 90 tissue blocks from the three ureter-obstructed kidneys,
43 lymphatics were detected and confirmed as such by ultrastructural
study.

Similarly, 34 lymphatics were present in 90 blocks from kid-

neys with renal lymphostasis alone and 38 were identified in the
same number of blocks from three kidneys

~vi th

free lymph flow.

uneven regional distribution between poles and central region

No
~vas

found - rather the lymphatics appeared to be evenly dispersed throughout the cortex.

The position of these 115 lymphatics, with reference

to the renal lobule, is shown in Table 2.

Thus, approximately one

third of the lymphatics were considered to be within the lobule, the
remainder being associated with interlobular blood vessels.
The primary relationships of the lymphatics are shown in Table
3.

The identification of these relationships was useful in determin-

ation of the percentage of lymphatics >vhich were associated >vith
blood vessels.

For example, lymphatics shown in Table 3 that had
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Table 2.
Group

Position of cortical lymphatics \vith
reference to the renal lobule

a

11 Interlobular LY

# Intralobular LY

Ureter-obstructed

27

16

Lymphatic ligated

22

12

Free lymph flow

27

11

a90 blocks examined in each group.
LY=lymphatic.
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Table 3.

Primary relationships of cortical lymphatics (%)

Group

fl LY

A

v

AL

RC

T

Ureter-obstructed

43

56

4

5

13

20

Lymphatic ligated

34

59

0

13

3

25

Free lymph flmv

38

70

0

8

9

13

LY=lymphatic, A=artery, V=vein, AL=arteriole, RC=renal corpuscle, T=tubule.
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primary tubular relationships were not in that part of their course
I

accompanied by blood vessels - other than capillaries.

Inevitably

all lymphatics, whether accompanied by blood vessels or not, had
secondary relationships with various components of the nephron.

For

example, lymphatics that descended in interlobular connective tissue,
and therefore had interlobular arteries as their primary relationship
(Figure 2), also frequently came into contact witb renal corpuscles
and tubular segments.

These secondary relationships were considered

to be too complex to quantify significantly.
In order to gain a somewhat different indication of the frequency of cortical lymphatics, sections were analyzed by a second method.
The total number of arteries, veins, arterioles and renal corpuscles
seen in 270 sections (one from each block) were counted and the percentage of the structures that had lymphatics related to them was
determined.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4.

Un-

fortunately, this technique could not be applied to tubules because
their convolutions precluded the recognition of single tubules in
tissue sections.

Table 4 reveals that between one half and one third

of all arteries had an associated lymphatic.

Comparatively few art-

erioles or renal corpuscles were closely associated with lymphatics.
The mean volume density of cortical components is given in Table
5, which shows that approximately 60% of the renal cortex was occupied
by nephric elements, including renal corpuscles.

The blood vascula-
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Table 4.

Percentage of cortical vasculature
having related lymphatics
a

A

v

AL

RC

Ureter-obstructed

33

1

3

4

Lymphatic ligated

27

0

4

2

Free lymph flow

30

0

3

3

Group

a90 blocks examined in each group.
A=artery, V=vein, AL=arteriole, RC=renal corpuscle.
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Table 5.
Group

LY

3
Mean cortical v~lume density (pm3 /pm )
BC

A

v

AL

RC

T

I

Ureter-obstructed
+ SE (N=40)

0.0026
0.00061

0.13
0.0055

0.011
0.0028

0.053
0.0075

0.0074
0.0022

0.092
0.0098

0.47
0.016

0.25
0.011

Lymphatic ligated
±. SE (N=40)

0.0017
0.00039

0.12
0.0050

0.015
0.0034

0.047
0.017

0.0046
0.00069

0.087
0.011

0.51
0.010

0.24
0.011

Free lymph flow
+ SE (N=40)

0.0014
0.00041

0.13
0.0029

0.017
0.0035

0.044
0.0063

0.0044
0.00084

0.084
0.0092

0.57
0.12

0.12
0.0046

LY=lymphatic, BC=blood capillary, A=artery, V=vein, AL=arteriole, RC=renal corpuscle,
T=tubule, I=interstitium.
40 tissue samples examined in 3 animals per group.
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ture,

~xcluding

capillaries, comprised about 7% and the cortical peri-

tubular capillaries about 12%.

A difference was found between the

volume density values for the interstitium in the three kidney groups.
In ureter-obstructed kidneys (group 2) and those with renal lymphostasis alone (group 3) the interstitium comprised about 24%, 'mereas
in kidneys with free lymph flow (group 4) that value was 12%.

No

obvious difference was noticeable in the volume densities for the
other non-lymphatic components between the three kidney groups.
The volume density of lymphatics (Table 5) in the free lymph
\

flow group was 0.14% of the total renal cortex, whereas that value
in the lymphatic ligated and ureter-obstructed groups was 0.17% and
0.26%, respectively.

The data for the derivation of these three

values was obtained from blocks containing lymphatics and then
corrected for the percentage of blocks which did not have lymphatics
to give values for the cortex as a whole.

This correction procedure

was based on the observation that approximately one third of the
90 blocks from each group contained lymphatics.

2) Lymphatic Diameter
The mean diameter of cortical lymphatics is shown in Table 6.
This determination revealed that in the three kidney groups interlobular lymphatics had larger diameters than did the intralobular

100

vessels.

This difference however, was not statistically significant

/

within each group.

Table 6 also shows that the mean diameter of

lymphatics was greatest in the ureter-obstructed kidneys and least
in kidneys with unobstructed lymph flow.

3) Lymphatic Cross-Sectional Area
The cross-sectional area of cortical lymphatics is shown in
Table 7.

By both techniques - radial measurement and planimetry-

and in all three groups, the interlobular lymphatic capillaries were
found to have about twice the cross-sectional area of intralobular
lymphatics.

This table also shmvs that both types of lymph vessels

were dilated to the greatest extent in the ureter-obstructed group,
followed in decreasing amount by lymphatic ligated alone and then
free lymph flow kidneys.

4) Non-Lymphatic Data
In partial verification of the stereologic determinations,
and thereby to gain support for the accuracy of the lymph volume
estimations, the volume density of renal corpuscles was determined
by an alternative method.

This was accomplished by multiplying the

average number of renal corpuscles per 100 em

3

the mean single volume of 30 renal corpuscles.

of renal cortex by
Table 8 shmvs the

'
,,

i:
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Table 6.

Mean lymphatic diameter

Group
Ureter-obstructed
(+ SE)

Lymphatic ligated
(+ SE)

Free lymph flow
(+ SE)

a

bP<0.0025.
P<0.0025.
LY=lymphatic.

Region

If LY

(~m)

Diameter

Interlobular
Intralobular

17
7

31 (3)a
20 (3)

Interlobular
Intralobular

17
6

20 (l)a
15 (1)

Interlobular
Intralobular

17
7

19 (l)a,b
13 (l)b

,
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Table 7.
Group
Ureter-obstructed

(±

SE)

Lymphatic ligated
(+ SE)

Free lymph flow
(+ SE)

Mean cortical lymphatic surface area
Region______ jf_ :I,.Y ___S_A _(by_ radius)

(~

2

)

SA (by planimetry)

Interlobular
Intralobular

17
8

780 (170)a
470 (200)

900 (180)c
550 (210)

Interlobular
Intralobular

17

300 (30)a,b
150 (lO)b

340 (30)c,d
200 (20)d

Interlobular
Intralobular

17
7

270 (lO)e
130 (lO)e

340 (20)~
180 (10)

6

P<O .01.
P<O .01.
P<0.005.
P<0.0125.
P<0.0005.
P<0,0005.

1-'
0

N

.,
Table 8.

Renal corpuscular count and regional weight distribution

Renal corpuscular count

X

SE

a

Regional wei8ht distributionb

Renal wt
(gm)

RC count

Renal wt
(gm)

Cortex wt
(gm)

58.8
57.5
82.4
86.3
98.2
56.4
57.4
69.7
84.7
69.3

676,200
528,800
675,400
793,900
783,400
682,200
620,100
710,900
779,200
706,900

65.9
61.6
73.8
75.1
67.2
63.3
51.0
84.1
73.6
93.5

38.9
34.4
45.4
44.6
39.5
40.8
29.9
50.5
45.5
54.6

72.1
4.7

695,800
26,000

70.9
3.8

42.4
2.3

OM wt
(gm)

IM wt
(gm)

Other wt
(gm)

15.0
12.0
17.2
18.5
18.8
13.0
13.3
19.6
18.0
23.6

4.0
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.6
4.2
4.1
5.5
5.4
7.2

3.1
4.0
4.0
4.1
4.3
3.7
2.7
4.4
4.1
5.5

16.9
1.1

4.9
0.30

4.0
0.24

c

a

bTen kidneys used for the RC count.
Ten different kidneys used for the weight distribution.
cThis includes vessels and pelvic fat.
RC=renal corpuscle, OM=outer medulla, IM=inner medulla.

b
w
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weight distribution of 10 different kidneys, in '>·7hich the cortex
was found to

con~rise

approximately 60% of the total renal mass.

This table also shows the renal weight and number of renal corpuscles
for each of the 10 kidneys:

the average values were 695,800 renal

corpuscles in 72.1 gm of kidney.

The number of corpuscles per

kidney was translated to the average number of renal corpuscles per
100 cm3 of renal cortex by application of the cortical mass determination.

The mean diameter of 30 renal corpuscles was found to be

186 pm which gave an average single corpuscular volume of 3.4 x
10-6 em3 .

By this alternative method to the stereologic estimation

of corpuscular volume (Table 5) the volume density of renal corpuscles
was calculated to be 5.8 em

3

per 100 gm of renal cortex.

5) Hedullary Lymphatics
Quantitative data on the medullary lymphatics were derived in
the present study.

From the first approach, where lxlx4 mm tissue

strips were embedded in EPON, 100 vascular bundles and 100 interbundle areas were examined in 90 medullary blocks from experimental
groups 2, 3 and 4.

The results are shown in Table 9, in which the

medullary data were compared with complementary information from the
cortex.

Although many cortical lymphatics w·ere observed only one

example of three lymphatic capillaries, all from the same tissue
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Table 9.

Number of cortical and medullary lymphatics
Region

II Blocks

It LY

Ureter-obstructed

Cortex
a
Medulla

90
30

43
3

Lymphatic ligated

Cortex
Medulla

90
30

34
0

Free lymph flow

Cortex
Medulla

90
30

38
0

Group

alOO vascular bundles and 100 interbundle areas
examined in each medullary region.
LY=lymphatic.
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strip, that were related superficially to the medulla as they coursed through the arcuate region was found.
in which 5 mm

3

From the second approach,

blocks were embedded in Araldite and serial sectioned,

eight reconstructions were made.

The length of the arterial segments

was estimated and the number of lymphatics was counted in the tissue
sections.

This analysis revealed that the length of sectioned arter-

ies ranged from 2-4 mm and 14 interlobular tributaries to the arcuate
lymphatics were seen.

Each arcuate artery was then surrounded by

3-5 arcuate lymphatics in their course towards the renal hilum.

In

no instance, however, were medullary tributaries to the arcuate
vessels observed.

C) Lymphatic Transport
1) Lymphatic Ultrastructure
The renal cortical lymphatic capillaries observed in the present
study had an ultrastructural appearance which conformed with that
described for lymphatics from other body regions.

As previously noted,

they were lined by a non-fenestrated endothelium that lacked a continuous basal lamina (Figures 21 and 22).

In most instances the lumen of

these vessels appeared empty, especially in comparison to the peritubular capillaries (Figure 1).

The nucleus, which frequently pro-

truded into the vessel lumen, had peripherally located condensed
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Figure 21
Micrographs of cortical lymphatics from free lymph flm.;r kidneys.
A and B) Electron micrographs that show the lymphatic (L) endothelium to be of a continuous type that lacks an underlying basal
lamina. x 8100 and x 12,000, respectively.
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Figure 22
Hicrographs of a cortical lymphatic from a fr e e lymph flow kidney.
A) Lmv power electron micrograph of a lymphatic (L). x 6000. The
arrmv indicates the vessel region shmm in a hi gher p ower electron
micrograph in panel (B). The vessel \vall is non- fenestrated and
lacks a basal lamina. x 19,200. M=ma crophage.
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chromatin.

Cytoplasmic organelles included mitochondria, rough endo-

plasmic reticulum and vesicles that were spread sparsely through the
cytoplasm.

In the perinuclear region were usually situated a pair of

centrioles and a Golgi complex (Figure 23).

Intracytoplasmic fibrils,

approximately 6 nm in diameter, were situated along the abluminal
portion of the lymphatic endothelium and coursed parallel to the
long axis of the cell (Figure 24).

Cytoplasmic projections extended

from the luminal and abluminal cell surface of lymphatics from all
kidney groups (Figure 24).

Endothelial cell contacts were classified

into three main catagories:

1) simple end-to-end abutment of adja-

cent cellular processes, 2) side-to-side overlap of contiguous cells,
and 3) complex interdigitation of cellular extensions (Figure 25).
All of these morphological characteristics were consistent features
of the cortical and arcuate lymphatic vessels from the different
kidney groups.

2) Cell Thickness and Number
Electron microscopic observation of the cortical lymphatics
revealed that the thickness of each endothelial cell varied along its
length (Figure 21).

The perinuclear region appeared to be the thick-

est portion of the cell but frequently peripheral segments were
expanded as well.

Quantitative analysis of the lymphatic endothe-
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Figure 23
Electron micrographs of the perinuclear region of cortical lymphatic
capillaries. A) Lymphatic (L) from a free lymph flow kidney. A
pair of .centrioles (C) and a Golgi complex (G) are located in an expanded segment of cytoplasm. Note that a specialized junctional
complex is at one extent of the middle cell and not at the other
(arrows). x 62,700. B) Lymphatic from a ureter-ob s tructed kidney.
Located beside the nucleus (N) are a centriole (C) and Golgi (G).
X 45,600.
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Figure 24
Electron micrograph of a cortical lymphatic (L) to show a luminal
cytoplasmic projection (P) from a ureter-obstructed kidney. The
cytoplasm contains filaments (F) , coat e d vesicles (small arrows )
and uncoated, or clear, vesicles (large arrow). x 42,600.
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Figure 25
Electron micrographs of cortical lymphatic endothelial cell contacts.
A) End-to -end abutment of adjacent cellular processes (arrows ) from
a free lymph flmv kidney . x 49,200 . B) Side-to-side overlap of two
endothelial cells ( arrmvs ) from a free lymph flow kidney . x 49,200.
C) Interdigitation of t~vo cells (arr ows ) from a kidney with renal
lymphatic ligation alone. Note the prominent continuous basal lamina
(s mall arrow) of the neighboring blood capillary (BC) \vhereas a discontinuous segment of a basal lamina is evident subjacent to the
lymphatic endothelium ( small arrow). x 44,000. M=mitochondria .
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lial cell thickness confirmed that subjective impression (Tables
10 and 11).

In addition, this portion of the study provided further

evidence that the lymphatics from the second, third and fourth
kidney groups were similar morphologically.

Table 10 shows that the

mean maximum non-nuclear cell thickness was approximately the same
from the three kidney groups, being about 0.80 pm.

The mean minimum

non-nuclear cell thickness in contrast, was approximately 0.080 pm.
Together these two values indicate that the non-nuclear thickness
of each cell was variable.

Perinuclear cell thickness was determin-

ed to be about 3 pm for lymphatics in each experimental group.

Table

11 shows that the interlobular lymphatics had a mean number of 8
cells that comprised the wall circumference, whereas 4 cells lined
the intralobular vessels.

This wall architecture was a common

feature to lymphatics from the three experimental groups.

3) Transport Pathways
a) Morphology
The two potential ultrastructural pathways for trans-endothelial movement observed in the present study were intracellular
cytoplasmic vesicles and intercellular channels.
Cytoplasmic vesicles were located throughout the lymphatic
endothelial cells.

Analysis of the tissue revealed that two sub-

Table 10.

Mean lymphatic endothelial cell thickness (pm)

Group

Region

Max
non-nuclear

Min
non-nuclear

At nucleus

Ureter-obstructed

Interlobular (N=l6)
Intralobular (N=4)

0.91 (0.12)
0.66 (0.35)

0.10 (0.013)
0. 058 (0 .023)

3.2 (0.22)
2. 7 (0.21)

Interlobular (N=l6)
Intralobular (N=4)

0.85 (0.082)
0.85 (0.17)

0.10 (0.0094)
0.088 (0.017)

3.1 (0.16)
2.8 (0.17)

Interlobular (N=l6)
Intralobular (N=4)

0.82 (0.076)
0.81 (0.15)

0.085 (0.0075)
0.069 (0.016)

3.2 (0.20)
2.8 (0.23)

(±

SE)

Lymphatic ligated

(±

SE)

Free lymph flow

(±

SE)

......
......

\0
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Table 11.

Mean number of cells in a ty:eical cross-section
Group

Region

If LY

Ureter-obstructed

Interlobular
Intralobular

12
5

8 (1)
5 (1)

Lymphatic ligated
(± SE)

Interlobular
Intralobular

12
5

8 (l)a
4 (l)a

Free lymph flow
(± SE)

Interlobular
Intralobular

12
5

8 (l)b
4 (l)b

(+ SE)

~P<0.025.
P<0.025.
LY=lymphatic.

Number
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populations of vesicles were present - one population being large
and heterogeneous in appearance and the other small and homogeneous
in morphology.

The large vesicles (200-400 nm in diameter) were in-

frequently encountered.

In some instances such vesicles were engor-

ged with a flocculent precipitate (Figure 26).

The material,

presumably protein in nature, was also located within the renal
interstitium and occasionally filled lymphatic endothelial invaginat~ons

along the vessel's abluminal surface (Figure 26).

ge vesicles appeared to be lysosomal in nature.

Other lar-

The small vesicles,

in contradistinction to the large ones, were a more prominent feature of the lymphatic endothelium (Figure 27).
vesicles were seen:

Two subsets of small

1) coated, which had small spikes that extend

from the limiting membrane (Figure 26) and 2) uncoated vesicles,
(Figure 27).

The latter type usually appeared empty in thin sections

and were frequently open to either the vessel lumen or interstitium.
The small vesicles were homogeneous in size; their diameter ranged
from 82-89 nm (Table 12).
observed.

Chains of connected vesicles were rarely

When they did coalesce (Figure 27), they were situated

within the substance of the cytoplasm rather than being aggregated
into a confluent channel across the cell.
Intercellular channels, the second major potential ultrastructural route for trans-endothelial transport, were quite diverse in
form.

Beside the different extents of cellular overlap (Figure 25),
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Figure 26
Electron micrographs of flocculent material within large cytoplasmic
vesicles of cortical lymphatics. A) Portion of a lymphatic (L) from
a ureter-obstructed kidney in which interstitial f locculent material
has filled an abluminal cytoplasinic invagination (CI) and three
membrane-bound vesicles (large arrows). The small arrows indicate
small coated vesicles. x 34,500. B) Part of a ly~hatic from a
f ree lymph flow kidney. A ball of flocculent material (arrow') is
located at the luminal opening of two coelesced vesicles. x 97,100.
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Figure 27
Electron micrograph of uncoated cytoplasmic vesicle s from a cortical
lymphatic (L) in a kidney with renal lymphatic li ga tion alone. Numerous vesicles (V) are located in the cytoplasm. x 70,800.
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Table 12.

Mean diameter of vesicles (pm)
Free

Attached

Group

Region

ED

ID

ED

Ureter-obstructed

Interlobular
Intralobular

0.085
0.083

0.074
0.072

0.084
0.082

0.070
0.073

Lymphatic ligated

Interlobular
Intralobular

0.082
0.083

0.071
0.073

0.084
0.085

0.073
0.074

Free lymph flow

Interlobular
Intralobular

0.089
0.085

0.077
0.073

0.085
0.085

0.074
0.073

10 vesicles measured for each mean determination.
ED=external diameter, ID=internal diameter.

ID
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the cells also exhibited several types of specialized junctional
complexes.

Of particular interest was the observation that the common

zonular complexes (zonula occludens and adhaerens) did not appear
to surround the entire extent of a single cell.

They were sometimes

seen at one ertd of a single cell and were absent from another boundary of that cell in the same section (Figure 23).

Hence, the stand-

ard nomenclature may not apply to lymphatic endothelium.

Therefore,

the use of the terms fascia occludens and fascia adhaerens were
adopted to denote the appropriate complex seen between adjacent
endothelial cells.
Figure 28.

Examples of these complexes are illustrated in

The fascia occludens was characterized by a fusion of the

outer plasmalemma of two contiguous cells.

In contrast, the fascia

adhaerens was typified by an intercellular gap of 20 nm and condensation of dense material along the subjacent intracytoplasmic borders.
Another observation from this portion of the study was that
membranous elements were present occasionally in the interstitium
and within the lymphatic lumen.

Although the origin of these struc-

tures was unknown, they were present in all kidney groups.

In some

instances, these structures appeared to be trapped between adjacent endothelial cells (Figure 29).
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Figure 28
Electron micrographs of cortical lymphatic sp e cia lized junctional
complexes. A) A fascia occludens (FO) and fascia adhae rens (FA)
are seen bet~ve en two conti guous cells of a lymp ha tic (L) from a
kidney with r enal lymphatic ligation alone. x 95,300. B) Shows
a cellular interdigitation between two endothe lia l ce lls, a long
\vhich is located a fascia oc cludens, from a free l ymph flow kidney.
X 78,300.

L
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Figure 29
Electron micrograph of a cortical lymphatic (L) from a ureterobstructed kidney. A membranous element (H) is situated within
the intercellular space between t1vo endothelial cells. Note that
the cellular contacts (arrows) have not been disrupted by the
membranous element. x 49,100.
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b) Quantitative Analysis
In an effort to compare the two morphological
ly under different functional states of the
study was performed.

kidney~

routes~

especial-

a quantitative

This work also examined interlobular and intra-

lobular lymphatics to determine if the pathways differed in these
two types of vessels.
One approach was to

estimate~

by stereologic methods, the

volume and numerical density of the small cytoplasmic vesicles.
Table 13 shows that about 4% of the non-nuclear cytoplasmic volume
was occupied by the small vesicles.

Although the volume density

values were not different statistically, a consistent relationship
between the groups was noted - the volume density for vesicles was
less for the intralobular lymphatics than for the interlobular
vessels.

This table also shows that the numerical density for these

3
vesicles ranged from 4-11 vesicles/pm of non-nuclear cytoplasm.
The cytoplasmic distribution of the small vesicles is tabulated
in Table 14 which shows that the highest percentage (55-83%) of
vesicles were those within the cytoplasm unattached to the cell
membrane.

Of the vesicles that remained, the majority were asso-

ciated with the luminal, rather than the abluminal, surface of the
endothelium.

Between 10 and 30% of all the vesicles counted either

touched the luminal plasma membrane or opened into the vessel lumen.
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Table 13.
Group
Ureter-obstructed
(+ SE)

Lymphatic ligated

(±

SE)

Free lymph flow
(+ SE)

a

a
Mean V and N for vesicles
v
v
3
3
Region
If. LY
V (JJm !JJm )
v

3
N (ff !JJm )
v

Interlobular
Intralobular

28
5

0.049 (0.0067)
0.020 (0.0045)

11 (2)
4 (1)

Interlobular
Intralobular

29
7

0.044 (0.0064)
0.038 (0.0070)

8 (1)
9 (3)

Interlobular
Intralobular

28
5

0.040 (0.0033)
0.035 (0.0054)

8 (1)
6 (2)

These values are for non-nuclear cytoplasm.
LY=lymphatic.
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Table 14.

Frequency of vesicle position (%)

Group

Region

If v

L-T

L-0

Free

Ab-T

Ab-O

Ureter-obstructed

a
Interlobularb
Intralobular

329
29

9
7

7
3

77
83

3
3

1
3

Interlobular
Intralobular

208
59

7
10

17
8

63
68

6

7

7
7

Interlobular
Intralobular

116
29

11
10

19
14

55
62

6
7

9
7

Lymphatic ligated
Free lymph flow

:40 pm of cell length examined per region.
8 pm of cell length examined per region.
V=vesicle, L=luminal, Ab=abluminal, T=touch, O=open.

r
I-
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In comparison, only 4-16% occupied similar positions along the abluminal surface.

Table 14 demonstrates also that there were approxi-

ately 100 more vesicles in the endothelial cells from the ureterobstructed

k~dneys

(358 vesicles/48 pm of cell length) as compared

with the lymphostasis alone group (267 vesicles/48 pm of cell length).
This absolute difference was detected in cell segments of equal
length from the combined two vessel types in each group.

Similarly,

a difference in absolute number was observed between the lymphostasis alone group (267 vesicles/48 pm of cell length) and the free
lymph flow kidneys (145 vesicles/48 pm of cell length).
Quantitative data for the intercellular transport routes are
shown in Tables 15 and 16.

Table 15 shows that between 32 and 51%

of all the cortical lymphatic cell contacts were unidentifiable
by electron microscopy.

This resulted from tangential sections

across the cell membrane of renal lymphatics.

As a consequence

of such tangential cuts, identification of all the specialized
junctional complexes was impossible.

Of the remainder that were

identifiable (Table 16) the most common type was the fascia occludens (58-74%).

Five to 11% of the junctions had a fascia adhaerens.

Of those that remained between 21 and 38% lacked any form of specialized complex.

In only 2 instances were open contacts observed

and both of these were from the interlobular lymphatics of kidneys
with lymphostasis alone.

An example of such a gap is illustrated
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in Figure 30.

The two open contacts had an intercellular gap of 0.1

and 0.3 pro and, in one case (Figure 30), an endothelial flap partially
blocked the space.
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Table 15.

Number of lymphatic endothelial cell contacts

Group

Region

LC

Unident

I dent

Ureter-obstructed

Interlobular
Intralobular

114
28

57 (50%)
9 (32%)

57
19

Lymphatic ligated

Interlobular
Intralobular

119
33

46 (39%)
15 (46%)

73
18

Free lymph flow

Interlobular
Intralobular

110
36

56 (51%)
17 (47%)

54
19

LC=lymphatic contact.

-

Table 16.

l

•

Type of lymphatic endothelial cell contacts

Group

Region

Ident

FO

FA

No JC

Open

Ureter-obstructed

Interlobular
Intralobular

57
19

41 (72%)
14 (74%)

4 (7%)
0

12 (21%)
5 (26%)

0
0

Lymphatic ligated

Interlobular
Intralobular

73
18

35 (48%)
11 (62%)

8 (11%)
1 (5%)

28 (38%)
6 (33%)

2 (3%)
0

Free lymph flow

Interlobular
Intralobular

54
19

32 (59%)
11 (58%)

6 (11%)
2 (10%)

16 (30%)
6 (32%)

0
0

FO=fascia occludens, FA=fascia adhaerens, JC=junctional complex.

1-'
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Figure 30
El ectron micr ograph of a c or tical l ymphatic (L) "t.;ri th an open
contact ( ar rm.;r). This specimen "t.;ras from an interlobular lympha tic in a kidney \vith renal lymp hati c ligation alone . x 70,800.
C=collagen • .

VI. DISCUSSION

This study has shown that an intrarenal lymphatic system exists
within the dog kidney to a greater extent than previous studies have
indicated.

For example an intralobular distribution for the renal

cortical lymphatic system exists in the dog kidney.

Quantitative

studies determined the extent of that system and provided an estimate
of the cortical volume of lymph.

Other structural studies revealed that

an intramedullary lymphatic system was non-existent.

The morphological

routes for trans-lymphatic transport across the cortical vessels were
investigated which revealed that lymph formation may occur through tvm
potential morphologic routes - intercellular pathways and vesicular exchange.

A third potential transport route, diffusion, could not be

investigated by the methods used in this study.

B) Distribution of the Renal Lymphatic System
For the delineation of lymphatic pathways, a method was required which not only reveals all of the lymphatics present but
also enables them to be distinguished unequivocally from blood
capillaries and tissue spaces.

A combination of approaches to

satisfy these two criteria was used in this study.

Mild dilatation,

by prior lymphatic occlusion coupled \vith drip fixation in vivo,
141
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accentuated the appearance of lymphatics in tissue

sections~

enabling them to be preselected by light microscopy.

thereby

The subsequent

positive identification of potential lymphatics was achieved by
electron microscopy, by the presence of tracer from retrograde
injection, or by the presence of valves.

Serial sections provided

a continuity of information to define the pattern of lymphatic pathways.
The ultrastructural characteristics of lymphatics have been
described by various authors and are now well accepted (Fraley and
Weiss, 1961; Leak and Burke, 1966; easley-Smith, 1977).

The t'vo

which were found to be most useful in the present study were lack
of fenestrations and absence of a basal lamina - characteristics
that were in marked contrast to the prominent fenestrae and well
developed basal lamina of peritubular blood capillaries.

Accord-

ingly, comparatively little difficulty was experienced in the identification of intrarenal lymphatic vessels by electron microscopy.
The study confirmed the

kno~~

association between lymphatics

and the larger blood vessels of the kidney (Peirce, 1944; Kriz and
Dieterich, 1970).

In addition, it demonstrated the presence of

lymphatics within the lobules of the canine renal cortex.

The exis-

tence of such vessels has been controversial for many years.

In this

respect, the findings of the present study conformed with those of
Nordquist and co-workers (1973), who observed cortical lymphatics
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in the dog kidney by electron microscopy.

They found lymphatics

within the renal lobule but did not provide any quantitative estimate
of their extent, nor of the lymphatic-parenchymal relationships.
Rojo-Ortega et al., (1973) and Ohkuma (1973) have also observed
lymphatics in the rat renal cortex.

Although these latter investi-

gators demonstrated relationships between lymphatics and nephric
elements, it was not clear whether the lymphatics were primarily
interlobular in nature or whether they were contained within the
lobule.

Either could have occurred because interlobular lymphatics,

although primarily related to the associated blood vessels, have
secondary relationships with neighboring structures in their passage
through the cortex.
The present study has estimated the percentage of intracortical
lymphatics which were accompanied by arteries or veins.

By this

analysis ttvo thirds could be considered interlobular (Table 3) ,
and therefore as many as one third were found to be within the lobule
(Table 2).

Complementary information is given in Table 4 which shows

that not all interlobular blood vessels were accompanied by lymphatics, and relatively few renal corpuscles had intimate relationships
with lymph vessels.

However, the values cited for renal corpuscles

were presumably low because of the size of the corpuscles, the
thinness of the tissue sections and the comparatively small area
of contact which may exist between a corpuscle and neighboring
lymphatic.
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Data from Table 3 indicate that renal cortical lymphatics
course more often with intrarenal arteries than with veins.

How-

ever, it should be pointed out that the preponderance of the lymphatic-arteri~l

relationships was biased by the methodolgy whereby

lymphatics were allocated to arteries even when both artery and
vein were present.

This was justified in part by the subjective

impression from tissue sections that renal lymphatics followed the
arterial tree whether or not a venous element was present.

For

example, occasional intralobular lymphatics were closely associated
with afferent arterioles which do not have a venous counterpart.
A similar lymphatic-arterial relationship in the kidney was described by Peirce (1944).

In this respect the lymphatic system of the

kidney appears to be different from that of other organs where the
lymphatics may be more closely related to venous elements (Rusznyak,
Foldi and Szabo, 1967).

The structural significance of such are-

lationship stems in part from the presence of a connective tissue
collar that surrounds the intrarenal arteries, thus providing an
avenue through which lymphatics can course.

The functional impli-

cation of the association is that rhythmic pulsations of arteries
. provide a driving force for the propulsion of lymph centrally.
(easley-Smith, 1977).
Occasionally the juxtaglomerular complex of renal corpuscles
was related to lymphatics and thus provided a possible morphological

I

!l!!r~
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correlate of the high renin concentration found in renal lymph
(Lever and Peart, 1962; Cockett et al., 1965; Hosie et al., 1970;
Horky et al., 1971; Bailie et al., 1971).
this

labora~ory

Most recently, work in

has been directed toward determination of the func-

tional significance of those observations (O'Morchoe et al., 1978).
These studies have been performed on dogs by measurement of the
renin content of simultaneous renal hilar lymph, renal venous plasma
and arterial plasma samples under control and experimental conditions designed to alter renin secretion levels.

Control values

showed hilar lymph concentrations of renin to be about 3 to 4 times
that of renal venous plasma and about 10 to 12 times the arteriovenous
plasma difference.

In the experimental maneuvers that stimulated

renin secretion, increases in renin concentration occurred in both
lymph and venous plasma but the effect on lymph was more striking.
These high levels were interpreted as evidence that hilar lymph
obtains its major renin component from the interstitium in the vicinity of the juxtaglomerular complex and that lymph can be used experimentally as a more sensitive index of the interstitial renin
content than the conventionally used arteriovenous plasma difference.
Further investigations are necessary to determine the functional significance of these findings in relation to renal autoregulation.
The findings of the present investigation with respect to
intralobular lymphatics differed from those of Peirce (1944) and
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Kriz and Dieterich (1970).

Peirce (1944) relied upon the stab

injection method but, being aware of its inherent problems, applied
such rigorous criteria to lymphatic identification that the small
cortical tributaries may well have been excluded.

Kriz and

Dieterich (1970) employed electron microscopy but in several ways
their technique differed fundamentally from those used in the present
study.

They, for example, used fixation by perfusion and thereby

emptied the blood vessels of their contents and perhaps compressed
parenchymal lymphatics.

By their technique, the preselection of

lymphatics in tissue sections becomes difficult or impossible unless
accompanied by larger blood vessels.

A distinct advantage to the

method employed in the present study was that potential lymphatics
could be preselected, largely because of the luminal contents, and
then subjected to positive identification by electron microscopy
in adjacent thin sections.
A species difference must also be considered when different
studies are compared.

The present work and that of Nordquist et al.,

(1973) was carried out on dogs, whereas Kriz and Dieterich (1970),
Rojo-Ortega et al., (1973) and Ohkuma (1973) studied rodents.

Since

lymphatics generally are associated with interstitial connective
tissue, the presence of intralobular lymphatics may be correlated
with a greater amount of interstitium in the dog kidney as compared
with other species.

l4 7

The data derived by stereology and morphometry in the present
study represent the first attempt to quantify the intrarenal lymphatic system.

Table 5 shows that lymphatic vessels in free lymph flow

kidneys comprised about O.l% of the volume density of.the renal cortex; or, expressed in another way, that the cortical volume density
of lymph, in kidneys with free lymph flow, amounted to about 1% of
the blood contained within the peritubular capillaries.

The mild

dilatation in the lymphostatic group, induced by prior lymphatic
occlusion, was associated with a slightly larger volume density for
cortical lymph.

Greater dilatation was brought about in the remain-

ing group by ureteric obstruction combined with lymphatic occlusion.
This was reflected in the slightly increased volume density (Table
5), greater vessel diameter (Table 6) and expanded cross-sectional
surface area (Table 7) of lymphatics in ureter-obstructed and lymphostatic kidneys.

The enlargement of lymphatics induced by those man-

euvers was in keeping with previous findings (Holmes et al., 1977a,
1977b).

In those studies an investigation was made into the effects

of ureteric obstruction on the structure and function of the canine
renal lymphatic system.

The results showed that ureteric obstruction

accentuated the communications between the capsular and hilar collecting lymphatics by dilatation of the tributaries to the capsular system.
The similarities betv1een the qualitative findings in that study and
the quantitative findings of the present work emphasize the reliabil-
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ity of the results.

Future work will be directed toward an estimate

of the volume of lymph within the whole kidney.
Further reassurance on the reliability of the stereologic and
morphometric data was obtained from comparison of the non-lymphatic
components with other published data.
and Chinard et

al.~

example~

Julian (1956)

(1965) determined that 20-25% of the dog kidney

was occupied by blood.
in Table 5 for

For

arteries~

Addition of the volume density values shown
veins,

arterioles~

blood capillaries and

glomerular capillaries (assumed to occupy approximately 50% of the
renal corpuscle) yielded a total cortical blood vascular volume
density of 24% in kidneys with obstructed ureters, 22% in lymphostatic kidneys and 23% in free lymph flow kidneys.
The amount of cortical interstitium in free lymph flow kidneys
was found to be about 12%, which was in close agreement with ather
published values.

For example, Pfaller and Rittinger (1977) estim-

ated the interstitial volume in the rat kidney to be 9%.
value (8%) was determined by Kriz and Napiwotsky
stereologic techniques in the rat kidney.

(1978)~

A similar
who applied

The interstitial volume

density in ureter-obstructed (25%) and lymphatic ligated (24%) kidneys
was twice that in free lymph flow kidneys and was presumably the
consequence of edema formation caused by ureteric obstruction and
lymphatic ligation (Kaiserling and Soostmeyer, 1939; Rusznyak et al.,
1967; Ruth, 1968).
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The volume density of renal corpuscles (Table 5) was found to
be 8.7%, which was in excellent agreement with the work of Dunnhill
and Halley (1973), who found it to the 8.6% of cortical volume.

A

similar but pOmewhat lower figure (5.8%) was derived in the present
study by a second method.

For this alternative derivation a morpho-

metric technique was used to estimate the average number of renal corpuscles per kidney, which yielded a value of 6.9xl0 5 corpuscles per
72.1 gm kidney.

This figure compared favorably with 6.7xl0

5

obtained

by Sellwood and Verney (1955), who used a morphologic technique, and
with 6.3xl0

5

(Sellwood and Verney, 1955), 5.7xl0

1965) and 6 .1x10
(Kunkel, 1930).

5

5

(Damadian et al.,

--

OVilliams et-al.,
- 1977) by the maceration technique

Once determined, the corpuscular count was converted

to the number of corpuscles per 100 gm of cortex and then multiplied
by the average single corpuscular volume (3.4xl0

-6 em3 ) to calculate

the volume density of renal corpuscles.
The foregoing discussion has compared data in the present study
on non-lymphatic components and the results of different authors
who used various other techniques.

In each case the morphometric

and stereologic data from the present study corroborated earlier
published figures.

Thus, the correlation lends authenticity to

the values derived for intracortical lymphatics, particularly the
reliability of the volume density estimation for renal cortical lymph.
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The question of whether or not intramedullary lymphatics exist
within the dog kidney was also examined in the present study.

This

morphologic problem has warranted a meticulous investigation because
physiologic.studies indicate a medullary contribution to renal
hilar lymph (Santos-Martinez et al., 1969; Cockett et al., 1970;
O'Morchoe ~~., 1970; Bell, 1971; Holmes~~., 1977b).

These

investigations indicate that sodium and chloride have a higher
concentration in renal hilar lymph as compared with renal venous
plasma.

Accordingly, a hypothesis has been proposed that renal

hilar lymph stems at least in part from the outer medullary interstitium.

This interstitial region in turn becomes influenced by the

electrolyte pump in the ascending thick limb of Henle which actively
pumps chloride, followed electrochemically by sodium but without an
osmotically equivalent volume of water, into the surrounding interstitial space.
The morphologic analysis of 90 outer medullary tissue strips
from ureter-obstructed, lymphostatic and free lymph flow kidneys revealed a paucity of lymph vessels in that region.

A singular example

of 3 vessels situated within a vascular bundle was, however, observed.
Upon closer examination the bundle elements were found not to be
organized into a tight array.

Such a loose anatomical organization

of the ascending and descending vasa recta was characteristic of
the outer portion of the outer medulla that borders on the juxta-
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medullary cortex (Kriz and Lever, 1969; Beeuwkes, 1971; Beeuwkes and
Bonventre, 1975).

Therefore, the conclusion was reached that the

three lymphatics coursed through renal tissue located at the junction
of cortex with medulla (arcuate region) rather than through the medulla
itself.

Careful examination of 100 vascular bundles and 100 inter-

bundle regions from each kidney group failed to reveal any other
lymphatics (Table 9).

Thus an intramedullary lymphatic plexus was

not found.
In an attempt to verify this negative finding a second group of
free lymph flow kidneys was analyzed by light microscopy.
purpose tissue from the arcuate region was obtained.

For this

Lymphatic

vessels, identified by the presence of valves, were followed in
serial sections to determine the tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics.

The preparations clearly revealed the tributaries which des-

cended from the cortex with the interlobular blood vessels but none
were seen to ascend from the medulla.

In their course through the

arcuate region, the initial arcuate lymphatics sometimes came into
close contact with medullary parenchyma but as the vessels approached
the interlobar blood vessels connective tissue septa intervened
between the lymphatics and surrounding renal parenchyma.
On the basis of the results obtained from the two comprehensive
approaches, the present study refutes the hypothesis that intramedullary lymphatics exist, at least in the dog kidney.

In this res-
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pect the findings conformed with those of Peirce (1944), Bell et al.,
(1968), Kriz and

Dieterich~

(1970) and Hclntosh and

Morris~

(1971).

These investigators used various morphological techniques to study
several different

species~

including dog, and individually concluded

that direct lymphatic drainage from the medulla did not occur.

These

studies differed however, from the present one in that they observed
renal medullary tissue in a random fashion and did not derive any
quantitative data to support their negative findings.

In contrast,

the present study applied two systematic approaches and derived quantitative information.

\ihen considered in conjunction with physiologic

studies (O'Morchoe et al., 1970; Bell, 1971; Holmes et al., 1977b),
these morphologic observations strongly suggest that the medullary
contribution to renal lymph results from fluid movement through the
interstitium to the arcuate region rather than through medullary
lymphatic vessels.
The morphologic observations on the medulla made in the present
study are counter to the published accounts by Rawson (1949), Rhodin
(1965), and Cockett et al., (1970).

Rawson (1949), for

example~

described lymphatics that originated in the renal papilla and ascended through the medulla to the arcuate region, at which location they
anastomosed with the arcuate vessels.

However, the tissue he studied

was unique, being a single case of carcinomatous permeation of a
human kidney.

His results probably do not apply to the lymphatic
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distribution in a

11

normal" kidney.

Furthermore, since the tissue was

observed by light microscopy alone, serious doubts persist concerning
the empty endothelial channels - they could have been distended blood
capillaries and not lymphatics.

Rhodin (1965) mentioned briefly

that a rich lymphatic network existed within the

h~an

but he did not provide any illustrated support.

Cockett et al., (1970),

renal medulla

in their study, injected vinyl-acetate into lymphatics and then cleared the tissue.

However, their published illustrations suggest that

the medullary lymphatics which they showed could have been collecting lymphatics associated with the arcuate blood vessels.

C) Transport Across the Renal Lymphatic System
The findings of the present study support the concept that
fluid contributions to renal lymph gain entrance to lyEphatics directly within the lobule.

Since both intra- and inter-lobular lymphatics

were found it was considered possible that the interlobular might
act as collecting vessels and the intralobular would function as
lymphatic capillaries, through which lymph formation is thought to
occur (Casley-Smith, 1977).

If this were the case then the potential

ultrastructurally visible routes for trans-endothelial transport
might be expected to differ between the two types of vessel.

To

compare this possibility an ultrastructural -study was designed to
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compare quantitatively the morphologic transport routes of intralobular and interlobular lymphatics in kidneys from groups 2, 3
and 4.
Vesicular transport in lymphatics appeared to be performed
by either the infrequent large vesicle (200-400 nm in diameter) or
by a homogeneous population of small cytoplasmic vesicles ldth a
mean diameter of about 84 nm.

Table 13 shows that statistical

differences for the volume and numerical density of small vesicles
were not evident between the three kidney groups or two cortical
regions.

Consequently, several generalizations can be drawn from

the data.

It was found that the total mean numerical density and

volume density values were 8 vesicles and 0.04 pm

3

of vesicles per

An alter-

cubic micrometer of non-nuclear cytoplasm, respectively.

native expression of the volume density figure was that the vesicles
occupied about 4% of the non-nuclear cytoplasmic volume.
These figures on vesicular transport are at variance with previously published data (Casley-Smith, 1969; Dobbins
1970).

~~d

Rollins,

In his study, Casley-Smith (1969) estimated that vesicles

in lymphatics from the mouse diaphragm had

ffil

external diameter of

76 nm, their numerical density was 2258 vesicles/pm3 and their
volume density was 0.36 pm3 /pm3 of non-nuclear cytoplasm.

This

striking disparity in results can be explained, at least in part,
by differences in methodology.

For his study, Casley-Smith (1969)
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used a vernier caliper to estimate the vesicular numerical and
2
volume density after selection of 0.4 pm segments of lymphatic

endothelium from a total test sample of 20 cells.

In the present

investigation the same technique was attempted but was later abandoned because the basis for selection of cytoplasmic segments seemed to be an arbitrary one.

For

instance~

endothelial segments

could be chosen that contained either aggregations of vesicles
(Figure 27) or a few vesicles dispersed unevenly within the cytoplasm (Figure 29).

The proportion of samples taken from those

two extreme possibilities or between them could shift the
and numerical density values higher or lower.

volQ~e

To avoid that sit-

uation a stereologic technique that provided a random, average
estimate was adopted, three times the number of cells counted by
easley-Smith (1969) were analyzed and the data was gathered using
a blind study.

Dobbins and Rollins (1970), who used a stereologic

technique similar to that used in the present study, have shown
that in mouse intestinal lacteals the vesicles occupied 15% of the
total cytoplasmic volume.

This was half the value obtained by

easley-Smith (1969), but was still significantly greater than that
obtained in the present study.

Thus it appears that the differences

between the data of the three studies may be due to bvo reasons.
First, data collection must be random but thorough to insure accuracy and second, variations in lymphatic morphology due to species
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and regional differences must be considered.

For example, mouse

intestinal lacteals, which can be considered as a specialized form
of lymphatic, may require a vesicular contribution for the removal
of material

~rom

the intestinal villi in excess of that necessary

for canine renal lymphatics.

Such may be the case as well for

lymphatic capillaries of the mouse diaphragm.

Hence, both of these

possibilities must be considered carefully.
Similar differences were found in the literature which relate
to cytoplasmic vesicles in blood capillaries.

easley-Smith (1969)

investigated mouse diaphragmatic blood capillaries and his results
can be compared with those obtained by Bruns and Palade (1968) from
blood capillaries in mouse diaphragm and guinea pig heart.

For

both studies the same morphometric method (vernier caliper) was applied.

easley-Smith (1969) found the total number of vesicles to

3
be 1900hlm of cell volume.

found 827 vesicles/pm

3

Bruns and Palade (1968), in contrast,

of cell volume.

These investigators also

estimated the external volume of the cytoplasmic vesicles, which
included the volume of the limiting membrane, but a two-fold difference between their measurements resulted.

The figures for dia-

phragmatic blood capillaries were 30% (easley-Smith, 1969) and
17% (Bruns and Palade, 1968) of the cell volume.
The second potential transport route examined was by intercellular channels.

From this analysis it was apparent that the
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types of endothelial contacts were similar, and that the frequency
of each type was comparable, in the two types of lymphatic vessel
from the three kidney groups (Tables 15 and 16).

These results were

in good agreement with those of Dobbins and Rollins (1970), who
counted 254 lacteal cell contacts and classified them by type.

A

critical observation made by this group was that 6 contacts were
open; or expressed differently, that only 2% of all the junctions
were open.

Results from the present study revealed that 3% of one

group only were open; however, since inter- and intra-lobular lymphatics from the three experimental groups were indistinguishable by
morphological criteria, the frequency was much less than 3%.

The

infrequency with which these open junctions occur casts doubt upon
the theory that open junctions are the major avenue through w·hich
interstitial fluid and protein enter lymphatics (at least in "normal", non-inflamed tissue), as maintained by easley-Smith (1977)
and Leak (1976).

Furthermore, the possibility exists that the open

contacts seen in the present study were artifacts that resulted from
tissue handling and processing, as suggested by Dobbins and Rollins
(1970) and Rojo-Drtega et al., (1973).
Physiologic studies that have been directed at this question
of lymph formation seem to support the concept that diffusion and
vesicular exchange are the major mechanisms for lymph formation
(Garlick and Renkin, 1970; Renkin et al., 1977a,l977b).

In fact,
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81.5% of lymph formation in the dog paw has been shown to occur by
those mechanisms (Renkin et al., 1977a).
The conclusions drawn from this portion of the discussion are
as follows. " First, the quantitative studies on trans-lymphatic
transport, both physiologic and morphologic, seem to indicate that
the majority of fluid and particulate matter movement occurs by
diffusion and vesicular exchange.

At the same time these studies

appear to refute the concept that open junctions contribute in a
significant way because of their infrequent occurrence.

Second,

the findings from the present study show that the renal interlobular lymphatic capillaries possess a similar morphologic appearance to the intralobular vessels.

These structural similarities

suggest that the interlobular lymphatics probably act as lymph capillaries and that both sets of vessels function in a similar way.

D) Synopsis of the Renal Lymphatic System
Finally, in an effort to assimilate the information that was
gathered in the present study a synoptic diagram was constructed
(Figure 31).

The diagram illustrates the tributaries to the extra-

renal capsular and hilar collecting lymphatics.

Some of the intra-

renal lymphatics originated as blind capillaries \·lithin the substance of the renal lobule, as either intertubular or periglomerular
vessels.

These lymph capillaries gained an interlobular position by

~
I
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joining with the occasional afferent arteriole.

In this location

the lymphatics branched and rejoined with one another along the
course of the interlobular vessels.
could flow

~award

Lymph, of cortical region,

the capsular or hilar collecting

lympha~ics

since

the interlobular lymphatics lacked valves.

The capsular lymphatics

received two types of cortical tributaries:

1) communicating ves-

sels that penetrated the capsule along with the occasional interlobular artery and vein or 2) perforating lymphatics that ramified
subjacent to the capsule in the parenchyma of the superficial
cortex.

Both types of tributaries have been described before (Holmes

et al., 1977a).

Lymph that descended through the cortex was gather-

ed into arcuate lymphatics that were formed by the anastomosis of
the interlobular lymph vessels.

The arcuate vessels did contain

valves that directed the flow of lymph toward the renal sinus.

The

data from the transport study can be applied to this diagram as
well.

The findings suggest that renal intracortical lymph formation

can occur by direct accumulation into the occasional intralobular
lymphatic capillary or the interstitial fluid can follow interstitial
channels within the lobule to the interlobular region, where the
material can be absorbed by the interlobular lymphatic capillaries.
In addition, since intramedullary lymphatics were not found, and
since the arcuate lymphatic vessels appeared morphologically similar
to the cortical vessels, a comparable mechanism could account for
the medullary contribution to renal lymph.

p
.

.
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Figure 31
Synoptic diagram that depicts the distribution and pattern of the
canine intrarenal lymphatic system (stippled). The occasional
intralobular lymphatic capillary (IaL) began as a blind vessel in
relationship to tubules (T), renal corpuscles (RC) or afferent
arterioles (AA). These lymph vessels became tributaries to the
interlobular lymphatics (IeL), which in turn coursed toward either
the capsular or hilar lymphatics. The capsular lymphatics received
tributaries from communicating lymphatics (CmL), which follow the
occasional artery (A) or vein (V) that pierce the renal capsule,
and from perforating lymphatics (PL) that ramify throughout the
superficial cortex. Alternatively, the interlobular lymphatics
coursed toward the arcuate region to anastomose into the arcuate
lymph vessels (AL). These vessels then converge along the regional blood vessels to form the interlobar lymphatics (IL) that
eventually drain into the hilar system.

•

'~: I

1.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A) Summary of Findings
1) An intralobular lymphatic capillary network was identified
in the dog

k~dney

that had relationships with afferent arterioles,

renal corpuscles and renal tubules.
2) An occasional relationship was also seen between the intralobular lymphatics and the juxtaglomerular complex.
3) These intralobular lymphatic vessels originated as blind
capillaries within the substance of the renal lobule and coursed
peripherally to become tributaries to the interlobular lymphatics.
4) Quantification of the renal lymphatic relationships demonstrated that 30% of the cortical arteries, 4% of the afferent arterioles and 4% of the renal corpuscles had associated lyrnphatic
capillaries.
5) Stereologic analyses revealed that, in free lymph flow kidneys, the volume density of cortical lymph amounted to about 1% of
blood in the peritubular capillaries; this value being slightly
higher in the lymphostatic kidneys as well as those with combined
ureteric obstruction and lymphostasis.
6) Lymph within the interlobular lymphatics could flow toward
the capsular or hilar collecting systems because valves were not
present in these vessels.
7) Tributaries to the capsular system pierced the renal capsule,
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being either interlobular lymphatics that accompany the occasional
communicating artery and vein or small vessels that coursed through
the superficial cortex.
8) Tributaries to the hilar system were formed by interlobular
lymphatics which joined to form the arcuate vessels.

Valves within

the arcuate lymphatics provided for unidirectional flow of lymph
through the vessels toward the interlobar and hilar collecting
lymphatics.
9) Intramedullary lymphatic capillaries were not observed, nor
were any medullary tributaries to the arcuate lymphatics seen.
10) Ultrastructural analysis of the cortical lynphatics revealed that intralobular and interlobular lymph capillaries from the
three kidney groups were morphologically indistinguishable and that
the potential ultrastructurally visible transport pathways across
them were apparently restricted to a homogeneous population of
small vesicles and narrow intercellular channels.

B) General Conclusions
A variety of techniques were either developed or adopted that
promoted the recognition of lymphatic vessels in tissue sections.
This approach enabled the distribution and density of the intrarenal
lymphatic system to be determined and then related to renal lymph
formation.

Intralobular lymphatics were present which suggested
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that interstitial fluid and protein from within the renal lobule
have direct access into these vessels.

However, on the basis that

intralobular lymphatic capillaries were relatively infrequent an
alternative pathway may exist for intralobular interstitial fluid
to enter cortical lymphatics.

This fluid probably also travels

along interstitial channels to the interlobular region and thence
into the interlobular lymphatics.

Further support for this concept

lay in the quantitative observation that the potential ultrastructurally visible transport routes across inter- and intra-lobular
lymph capillaries were similar, therefore the two vessel types were
morphologically indistinguishable.
that

~vas

Thus cortical interstitial fluid

not collected by intralobular lymphatics could be absorbed

into the interlobular lymph vessels.

Since an intramedullary system

of lymphatics was not observed, it may be suggested that a medullary
contribution to renal lymph occurs by upward movement of medullary
interstitial substances to the arcuate region where the arcuate
lymphatics, and their cortical tributaries, can collect the material.
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